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ABSTRACT

Author: Yuan, Chenxi. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Mapping Underground Utilities with Complex Spatial Configurations using Ground
Penetrating Radar
Major Professor: Hubo Cai
Records of the locations, measures, and properties of over 20 million mileage underground
utility networks in the US are incomplete, inaccurate, and many times unavailable. This lack of
information of underground pipes and cables is a primary reason for over six million of utility
interruptions every year that cause injuries, fatalities, property damages, and environmental
pollutions, amounting to over eight billions of dollars in loss. It also poses a critical challenge to
maintaining and upgrading the ageing underground infrastructure with a D+ score according to the
American Society of Civil Engineers’ Report Card. There is a critical need for accurately mapping
and labelling underground utilities.
Prominent among methods in mapping underground pipes, ground penetrating radar (GPR) has
proven its merits in quantitatively detecting, locating both metallic and nonmetallic buried utilities.
GPR works as follows. It sends electromagnetic (EM) pulses via a transmit antenna to the
underground and collects part of the reflected EM wave via the receiver antenna. The control unit
measures the EM wave properties, which will be altered when it encounters changes in subsurface
layers and buried anomalies. This process produces a two-dimensional data matrix with columns
containing the reflected amplitudes at certain times for each measurement position along each trace.
Since the radargram shows the patterns related to the location of underground utilities, an
interpretation process is needed to restore spatial information from patterns. Various signalprocessing or pattern recognition algorithms have been created to automatically or semiautomatically interpret the reflected signals or patterns from GPR radargrams.
However, it is still constraint to apply current approaches to the utility-congested urban
environment because of the complex spatial configurations of underground utilities and its
interfered signal reflection in the resulting GPR scan, which are very difficult to interpret. Two
main scenarios we are usually facing are: (1) the oblique pipe orientation produces irregular GPR
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patterns, and (2) adjacent pipes generate coupled or occluded GPR patterns. There is a research
need to design a novel approach to automate the process of mapping underground utilities with
complex spatial configurations from multiple transformed signatures using GPR system.
The goal of this research is to create a novel approach to accurately and automatically detect
and estimate underground utilities with complex spatial configurations. After reviewing the exiting
studies and applications, I identified four knowledge gaps that have to be filled to achieve this goal.
The first knowledge gap is the lack of a practical algorithm to automatically extract hyperbolas
and segment them into legs, and peaks, which is the essential step for analyzing the patterns of
GPR signatures from the scanned images. For instance, the peak of the hyperbola indicates the
closest point to the GPR survey trajectory. The intersecting point between the right trailing leg of
one hyperbola-shape GPR signature and the left rising leg of the other hyperbola-shape GPR
signature indicates there may exist two pipelines close to each other. By analyzing the decomposed
segments of the hyperbola shapes, the possible spatial configuration of the buried pipes can be
estimated, providing an “educated” guess for the spatial configuration, size, and location of
underground utilities in congested urban areas.
The second knowledge gap is that the causality between the complex spatial configuration of
underground utilities and resulting patterns in GPR scanned images has not been thoroughly
established, which makes the inverse estimation from transformed GPR signatures to complex
spatial configurations of buried utilities impossible. Therefore, in order to interpret the GPR data
and map the underground utilities in an automatic manner, it’s essential to clearly understand the
rationale that: (1) how the spatial configurations affect the transformation and occlusion of
generating GPR signatures, and (2) how we can inversely estimate the spatial configurations from
the transformed, occluded GPR signatures.
The third knowledge gap is the lack of an intelligent GPR survey trajectory planning approach,
in which GPR data are processed and interpreted in real-time and the trajectory is automatically
adjusted correspondingly. The rationale is as follows. Ideally, the perpendicular-to-pipe scanning
yields highest detectability, and along-pipe scanning yields highest planimetric and depth accuracy.
However, it is quite challenging for field surveyors to maintain the ideal angels, i.e.,
“perpendicular-to-pipe” and “along-pipe”, in the survey grid while not knowing the exact
orientation of the pipes. The deviation between the orientations of the buried pipes and the
directions of the GPR moving trajectories will pose ill-shaped or incomplete signatures in GPR
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scanned images, which brings great challenges in the succeeding signal/images processing and
utilities attribute estimation from the collected field data. If we can adjust the trajectory timely
when we observe the ill-shaped or incomplete signature in the filed survey, we could guarantee a
good angle and a reasonable accuracy.
The fourth knowledge gap is the lack of an illusion-free visualization platform for information
sharing and communication of buried infrastructure. Current AR platform is limited to visualize
multiform information of buried utilities retrieved from GPR data in three aspects, i.e., (1) the
unstable dynamic tracking of pipes in markerless environment causes visual fatigue; (2) the
missing depth cues (e.g., relative size, occlusion, shadows) affect the quality of visual integration
of the physical objects and virtual pipes underneath; and (3) the indirect way to differentiate
materials of pipes in either color-labeled or rendering mode. With these limitations, the data
sharing and communication efficiency are still underestimated in the current visualization platform.
To overcome these knowledge gaps and arrive at the research goal, four research aims have
been formulated.
Aim 1: The first aim is to develop an algorithm to automate the detection and decomposition of
GPR signatures into feature components, i.e., hyperbola apex, rising legs, trailing legs and junction
points of intersecting hyperbolas. Accomplishing this aim will provide all the essential information
needed for determining the complex spatial configurations and individual attributes (size,
dimension, orientation, etc.) of buried utilities in a congested area. Besides, by utilizing the
delivery in this aim, many existing algorithms can be enabled to automate underground utilities
detection and mapping in utility-congested urban environments. Specifically, the so called “dropflow” algorithm commences at a strip of pixels from the top of the edge of the scanned image,
which mimics the motion of a “raindrop” falling or flowing as it touches the edge pixels of the
image. The movement of the “raindrop” completes the decomposition of the GPR signature when
it touches the “ground”, i.e., the bottom of the edge image. The algorithm was tested using both
synthetic and field data, which generated a detection rate of 84% and a precision of 78%. The
results show that this drop-flow algorithm is capable of differentiating hyperbolas and identifying
the feature points and segments of each hyperbola. The algorithm has at least two outstanding
merits: (1) there is no need for an initial guess of the number of hyperbolas, and (2) it is capable
of not only detecting the number of hyperbolas, but also decomposing individual hyperbolas into
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rising leg, apex, and trailing leg, as well as the intersections between neighboring connected
hyperbolas. Chapter Two of this dissertation is devoted to solving this problem.
Aim 2: The second aim is to establish the causality between the complex spatial configurations
of buried pipes and the GPR signatures in scan images. This established causal relationship can
provide the expert judgement based on the decomposed GPR signatures from Aim 1 to automate
the spatial pattern reasoning of the buried pipes. In Chapter Three of this dissertation, the
parametric modeling and simulation approach is applied to interpret the causality. On one side, the
complex spatial configurations of buried pipes are represented by four geometric parameters for
individual pipes and three spatial relationships between two pipes. On the other side, the resulting
GPR scanned images are interpreted by four shape features and three interfering relationships. By
interpreting the changing patterns of the GPR signatures owing to the change of spatial
configuration of buried pipes, the causality is established as the “spatial patterns” between the
parameters above on both sides. Both indoor and field experiments’ results show the feasibility of
using the established causal relationship to provide the “educated” guess for the spatial
configuration of underground utilities.
Aim 3: The third aim is to devise an automated adaptive trajectory planning approach to help
adjust the GPR survey trajectory during the field survey in an automated and adaptive manner.
Accomplishing this aim will enable the systematic integration of the research outcomes from the
previous two aims as well as the existing GPR data processing achievements from other
researchers. In Chapter Four of this dissertation, a prototype of automated GPR trajectory planning
cart is developed, which can adjust GPR survey trajectory in real-time based on the decomposed
GPR signatures (Aim 1’s outcome) and the intrinsic relationship between the GPR signatures in
scanned images and the angles between GPR trajectory and pipe orientations (Aim 2’s outcome).
The indoor and outdoor experiments validate the feasibility of this auto survey system. The results
show that the proposed automated adaptive trajectory planning approach is capable to incorporate
the “expert” knowledge to analyze the patterns from the extracted GPR signatures, and meanwhile
by adjusting the survey trajectory, more accurate data can be obtained in an intelligent and
automated manner, which benefits the accurate mapping of underground utilities.
Aim 4: The fourth aim is to create an AR platform on mobile or wearable devices to represent
the multi-dimensional information (e.g., geo-location, spatial configuration, material types of
buried pipes) retrieved from GPR survey and other sources for mapping underground utilities. In
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Chapter Five, I address the limitations in three modules to enhance observers’ location perception,
depth perception and material perception. Three apps are developed to validate the visual effects
of the multi-dimensional information retrieved from GPR for mapping underground utilities in an
illusion-free manner, which improve the data communication efficiency and easiness with
engineers, designers and stakeholders. Specifically, (1) it implements the local stabilization
mechanism for location-based AR to enhance the stability of the overlay between virtual images
and real environment. (2) it applies the depth mask to enhance the depth perception for mapping
underground utilities in AR platform. (3) it establishes a library for material renderers to the 3D
geometric models of the pipes. Viewers can recognize and differentiate the material properties in
a realistic and “what you see is what you understand” manner.
The research contributions are significant. It automates and streamlines the analysis of GPR
raw data, revolutionizes the use of “spatial patterns” related to complex spatial configurations of
the congested urban underground world to map and label underground utilities. Four specific
outcomes are summarized. The importance of fulfilling these objectives is also acknowledged in
a wide range of fields, including the Mapping the Underworld initiative in the United Kingdom
and the Subsurface Utility Engineering practice in the United States. With accurate utility locations
and dimensions, 22% of the excavation-related incidents and a significant number of dry holes
(i.e., excavations failed to find utilities) could be avoided. It helps realize enormous cost savings,
reduce potential hazards to citizens, improve the sustainability of urban communities, and reduce
life-cycle costs of underground infrastructure. By engaging the general public with the devised
technologies, this application will raise awareness of underground utility infrastructure that has
long been neglected due to their invisibility, and improve public scientific literacy that in turn, can
help to engage the public in all life cycle stages of underground utility infrastructure. Thus, the
proposed research is not only expected to vertically drive the field of underground mapping and
labeling, but also to have broad and highly positive societal impacts.

1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

“…unintentional damage to underground facilities during excavation is a significant cause of
disruptions in telecommunications, water supply, electric power, and other vital public services,
such as hospital and air traffic control operations, and is a leading cause of natural gas and
hazardous liquid pipeline accidents.”
--The congressional Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century, TEA 21, Title VII,
Subtitle C, SEC. 87301

1.1

Background

Beneath the ground in urban areas lies over 20 million extensive and complex network of buried
pipelines that are at the risk of strikes caused by excavation (Common Ground Alliance 2015).
Inaccurate, incomplete, and/or out-of-date mapping information for underground utilities is one of
the main causes of such utility strikes during excavation work (Talmaki and Kamat 2012). Utility
strikes are a significant problem (Metje et al. 2015); and nearly 1,105 significant pipeline incidents
caused by excavation damage have occurred in the United States from 1997 to 2016, resulting in
approximately 98 fatalities, 371 injuries, and over $560 million in property damage (Pipeline and
Hazardous Safety Administration 2017).
To prevent utility strikes, countries worldwide have adopted call-before-digging systems. In
most countries, professionals and homeowners are required by law to call the designated hotline
center(s), such as 811 in U.S. and 1100 in Australia, a few days before digging and excavation, in
order to avoid unintentional damage to the vital underground utilities. The locate crews will mark
your dig site with above-ground color-coded paints or flags, for instance, APWA uniform color
code in U.S. (see Figure 1.1), to provide the possible buried utility types, quantities and tolerance
digging zones to avoid hitting the buried utilities. In practice, utility owners provide some utility
records to the locate crews, usually inaccurate, and the locate crews use devices such as the sonic
detector to confirm the existence of the buried utilities. However, a large number of utility strikes
still occur even following the 811 practice. For instance, it was reported that around 22% of oil
pipeline strikes in 1999-2007 (Trench 2008) were caused by those 811 partners. Two main reasons
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are: 1) utility information is incomplete and inaccurate, e.g., depth information is rarely available,
and 2) during excavation, marks are the first things stripped and there is a lack of mechanism to
communicate the location of buried pipes to equipment operators – they have no visual clues of
where pipes are.

Figure 1.1 APWA Uniform color code for marking underground utilities in U.S. (APWA 2018)
To accurately map underground pipes in real time, various non-invasive sensing technologies
have been implemented to detect, locate and characterize the underground utilities, such as terrain
conductivity method, magnetometers, radio-frequency identification (RFID), elastic wave method
(acoustics/sound /mechanical), ground penetrating radar (GPR), pipe and cable detectors, infrared
leak detectors. Their merits and limitations are listed in Table 1.1. Owing to the capacities of
detecting nonmetallic pipes, as well as estimating the depth, dimensions and orientations of buried
objects, GPR is one of the most promising non-destructive sensing technologies for quantitively
mapping and labeling underground utilities.

Table 1.1 Comparison of current non-destructive technologies (Jeong et al. 2003; Metje et al. 2007; Sterling et al. 2009)
Technologies

Merits

Limitations

Magnetic
methods

• Detect and trace iron or steel pipes at low cost

• Limited detecting range
• Only detect ferrous materials
• Depth estimation not capable

Pipe and cable
locators

• Widely used in tracing subsurface metallic utilities
• Different frequencies and modes available

• Only detect ferrous utilities
• Possible interference by near-by metallic utilities

Terrain
Conductivity
Method

• Unable to detect utilities in high moisture environment
• Effective, inexpensive method to find metallic utilities in
• Massive amount of data needed for processing
a non-congested or areas of high ambient conductivity
• Depth estimation not capable

Infrared Method

• Unable to detect utilities buried deeply
• Suitable to find shallow steam pipes and sanitary sewers
• Not suitable for congested urban environment
which the temperature difference is large enough
• Depth estimation not capable

Resistivity
Measurement

• Estimate the average resistivity of medium

• Not useful as a trace technique
• Setup and collection cumbersome
• Not applicable for mapping paved areas

Elastic Waves

• Can detect and trace nonmetallic pipes

• Most utilities are too small to be detected
• Influenced by background noise
• Depth estimation not possible

RFID

• Tags store rich information regarding the geometry,
material type, installation date, etc.

• Difficult to attach tags to all existing utilities
• Negatively affected by moisture and metallic materials
• Detectability and accuracy relatively low

GPR

• Can detect nonmetallic utilities
• Can detect and estimate depth, dimensions and
orientations of utilities if suitable algorithms applied

• Large signal attenuation in conductive soils
• High skilled crews needed for data interpretation
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1.2

GPR working principle

Figure 1.2 illustrates the general process of GPR use for underground utility detection in
reflection mode. Like any other radar device, it sends high peak voltage non-sinusoidal
electromagnetic (EM) pulses via a transmit antenna to the underground and collects part of the
reflected EM wave via the receiver antenna through stroboscopic sampling at each position. The
reflected EM wave at each position is also called the GPR trace. As the EM wave travels through
the ground, its properties (amplitude, phase, wavelength, and two-way travel time) change when
it encounters changes in the subsurface layers or buried anomalies, resulting in a data matrix with
columns containing the reflected amplitudes at certain times, which is called the A-scan. Many Ascans are generated along the GPR’s moving path and are assembled to compose a twodimensional image called the B-scan. The hyperbola shape shown in Figure 1.2b reflects the
existence of the buried utility. By continuously paralleling the B-scans juxtaposed in sequences,
the GPR C-scan (also known as time slice or depth slice) is generated as demonstrated in Figure
1c. In the C-scans, the spatial configuration of buried utilities can be visualized and analyzed layer
by layer. Since GPR scanned images do not illustrate the features of underground utilities in a
“What You See Is What You Get” manner, an additional signal/image processing and feature
interpretation step is needed.
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Figure 1.2 Working principle and formation of the hyperbola in GPR imaging
(a. GPR A-scan; b. GPR B-scan; c. GPR C-scan)
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1.3

Review of related studies

Great efforts have been poured into GPR research for underground utility detection and
mapping owing to its efficacy and potential (Sterling et al. 2009; Thomas et al. 2009). Figure 1.3
shows the general GPR implementation in current practice, which includes five main steps:
•

GPR field survey design and field condition assessment (1.3.1)

•

GPR signal pre-processing of the raw data (1.3.2)

•

GPR signature extraction from B-scans (1.3.3)

•

Attribute estimation of buried objects (1.3.4)

•

Data visualization (1.3.5)

Unknown buried objects
Survey design and field
condition assessment (1.3.1)
GPR raw data
Signal pre-processing (1.3.2)
GPR scan images
Signature extraction (1.3.3)
GPR signatures of buried objects
Attribute estimation (1.3.4)
Estimated buried objects
Data visualization (1.3.5)
Mapping and labeling

Figure 1.3 General process to detect and map underground utilities using GPR
In the remaining part of this section, the related studies will be reviewed following the above
five steps along with the limitations in current practice.
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1.3.1 Surveying design and field condition assessment
In GPR survey design, guidelines were developed by different authorities, which mentioned the
selection of the suitable GPR parameters (central frequency, time window, time sampling interval,
station spacing, antenna separation, line location and spacing, and antenna orientation), the role
and responsibility of the stakeholders in underground utility mapping, the quality level of the utility
data, utility map format and design, and the development of an underground utility database
(ASCE 2003; ASTM 2011; JUPEM 2006; Metje et al. 2007). Among them, the selection of
scanning direction and line spacing is important to the GPR data quality as it will affect the
estimating accuracy of the utility attributes (Annan and Cosway 1992; Gormally et al. 2011a).
Ideally, if the scanning direction is perpendicular to the orientation of the buried target, the GPR
signature is easier to be detected in the scanned images (Jaw and Hashim 2013). Meanwhile, if the
line spacing is small enough, the ambiguity of either utility turns or continuity can be eliminated
(ASCE 2003). As the surveyor cannot see through the surface, how to ensure the perpendicular
scanning with the suitable line spacing of GPR field survey is still challenging. In practice, the
field surveyors refer to the plans, design drawings, and field experience to estimate the possible
orientation of the buried utilities. However, the historical information of the offset, abandonment,
or upgrade of the existing utility is not always shared or updated among utility owners and
engineers, and thus does not timely reflect in the plans and drawings (ASCE 2003). Even though
the experienced surveyors can rely on their prior knowledge and their interpretation of a few initial
scanned images to “guess” the utility orientation and adjust the GPR scanning direction, this
manual process is still expensive and time-consuming for a large-scale field survey task (Chen and
Cohn 2011; Jaw and Hashim 2013; Ni et al. 2010). A few studies have worked on the development
of the autonomous GPR robotic or drone system for large-scale subsurface mapping (Barfoot et al.
2003; Engineering 2018; Herman 1997; Tunstel et al. 2009), however, without knowing the utility
orientation information, the robotization still stays on the level of tele-operation by humans.
Meanwhile, a few geological research aimed to develop efficient approaches to assess the field
conditions which include but not limited to soil dielectric permittivity and conductivity, wave
propagation velocity, ratio of soil moisture in large scale to provide prior knowledge regarding
field conditions with more certainty for the following GRP data analysis (Lambot et al. 2004;
Martinez and Byrnes 2001; Pettinelli et al. 2009; Robinson et al. 2003; Van Dam 2001).
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1.3.2 Signal pre-processing
Signal pre-processing aims to reduce the interfering reflections produced by the heterogeneity
of the medium, mutual wave interactions and instrumental noises, while at the same time
enhancing as much as possible the signals reflected from the buried pipes. Basic GPR signal preprocessing includes, but is not limited to, correction of low-frequency and direct current bias
(Gerlitz et al. 1993), time-zero correction of start time to match the surface level (Olhoeft 2000),
elevation correction for the effects of topography (Gerlitz et al. 1993), spatial or temporal filtering
to improve signal to noise ratio and visual quality (Lehmann et al. 1996; Malagodi et al. 1996),
and time-gain selection to assist data display and interpretation (Annan 1999) . A few advanced
signal processing algorithms were customized by considering a certain amount of experience on
the part of the operator, such as deconvolution, which is used to increase the temporal (vertical)
resolution (Kim et al. 2007); wavelet transform to obtain higher quality profile images (Lester and
Bernold 2007; Ni et al. 2010); trace attribute analysis for improving target extraction and
characterization (Boniger and Tronicke 2012); Stolt migration and frequency-wavenumber (F-K)
filtering (Lehmann and Green 2000; Leuschen and Plumb 2000; Özdemir et al. 2014; Sato et al.
2014; Stolt 1978), which combines spatial and temporal filtering; velocity analysis in determining
GPR wave velocities and depth conversion of two-way travel times into depths (Tillard and Dubois
1995); multiple frequency antenna mixing and polarization mixing (Mast and Johansson 1994;
Tillard and Dubois 1992). After iterative testing on selected samples, batch processing may be
applied on large datasets (Annan 1999).
Topographic corrections (often referred to as elevation static corrections) are performed to
‘position’ the data in its correct spatial context when the surface is not flat. Different approaches
are applied for different situations (Gerlitz et al. 1993; Lehmann and Green 2000; Yilmaz 2001).
Effective topographic correction relies on accurate surveying, particularly with 3D datasets. A
reasonable rule of thumb for gentle to rugged terrain is a surveying accuracy of approximately 10%
of the dominant wavelength and a sampling interval of two/three times the same value (Lehmann
and Green 2000).
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1.3.3 GPR signature extraction
The third step is to extract the GPR signatures from the scanned images. Industrial GPR
software vendors have incorporated the aforementioned signal processing steps in a systematic
manner to detect buried objects using GPR since the last century. Commercial software, such as
Reflexw (Sandmeier geophysical research 2005), GPR-slice (Goodman 1994) and GPRSoft
(Geoscanners), provides a graphical interactive user interface to fit the diffraction hyperbolas, and
a velocity analysis to convert wave propagation time to depth. However, this process still relies on
human expertise for curve-fitting hyperbolas in GPR 2D images, which requires manually preselecting a few key points of hyperbola shapes. Considering the images contain a large number of
interfering reflections produced by the heterogeneity of the medium, mutual wave interactions,
and instrumental noise, this manual process requires considerable operator’s knowledge,
experience and time (Al-Nuaimy et al. 2000; Mertens et al. 2016; Sham and Lai 2015).
To automate this process, various pattern recognition algorithms have been developed with the
main task of automatic extraction of hyperbola patterns from the scanned images. Some
representative features are relatively straightforward, such as edge descriptors (Frigui and Gader
2009), texture features (Moysey et al. 2006), geometric features (Wilson et al. 2005), and Gaussian
energy fit features (Torrione et al. 2011), while other representative features needed to project the
GPR data from 2D image space to other spaces through mechanisms such as Hough transform
(Borgioli et al. 2008; Windsor et al. 2005) and Radon transform (Wang and Oristaglio 2000).
Methods such as the Viola-Jones algorithm (Maas and Schmalzl 2013) and Neural Network (NN)
(Al-Nuaimy et al. 2000) have been applied to improve efficiency by narrowing the searching range.
Besaw and Stimac (2015) used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to learn salient features
from GPR B-scans directly, with the goal of skipping the feature extraction step under human
supervision. However, the level of efficiency relies on the diversity of the training data and the
training level of the neural network (Mertens et al. 2016). Statistically based fitting is an alternative,
which usually employs the least-square method (Chen and Cohn 2010; Fitzgibbon et al. 1999);
clustering approaches (Dasgupta and Raftery 1998; Delbo et al. 2000; Janning et al. 2012); and
method of moments (Chaudhuri and Samanta 1991). This process is usually sensitive to the initial
parameters (Xu and Tian 2015; Zhang 1997). Table 1.2 lists these popular algorithms/approaches
in seven categories with representative studies.
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Table 1.2 Related studies in extraction of GPR signatures
Algorithm / Approach
• Wavelet signal analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hough transform
Weighted Hough transform
Viola-Jones algorithm
VIP algorithm
Apex detection
SIFT

Related studies
Mallat (1989); Olhoeft (2000)
Windsor et al. (2005), Li et al. (2012)
Maas and Schmalzl (2013)
Li (2014); Li et al. (2014); Janning et al. (2012); Lowe
Lowe (2004); Sakaguchi et al. (2012)

• Histograms of oriented gradients

Torrione et al. (2014)

• Least-square fitting
• Distance-fitting

Shihab and Al-Nuaimy (2005); Chen and Cohn (2010)

• Recursive Kalman filter
• Maximum likelihood method
Kalman (1960); Porrill (1990); Dolgiy et al. (2006)
• Direct search method of optimization
• Pattern recognition
• Neutral network

Al-Nuaimy et al. (2000); Ester et al. (1996); Gamba
and Lossani (2000); Maas and Schmalzl (2013);
Pasolli et al. (2009)

1.3.4 Attribute estimation of underground utilities
For the purpose of interpreting the hyperbolas in the form of radius, depth/orientation, material
of the buried pipes, hyperbola equations have been modeled and developed along with studies of
GPR signature extraction. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, the hyperbola shape will appear in the scan
image to indicate the existence of a buried pipe. For instance, Al-Nuaimy et al. (2000) applied a
hyperbola equation based on the wave velocity and the position of the buried pipes without
considering the radius of the pipes as defined in Equation 1.1, where v indicates a constant
propagation velocity and ! represents the antenna separation. Each sample recorded at a time tr is
translated to an earlier corrected time tc, where tc and tr are related in Equation 1.1

)*

"# = %"&' − + *

(1.2)
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After considering the radius of the buried pipe, the ideal hyperbola equation can be expressed
in Equation 1.2, where r0 is the distance when the antenna is exactly above the buried pipe’s apex
at x0 (Shihab et al. 2004). The Equation 1.2 can be further written in the form of a canonical
hyperbola equation in Equation 1.3 (Shihab et al. 2004). Shihab and Al-Nuaimy (2005) further
improved the hyperbola model by considering the possibility of a finite radius of the buried pipe.
(-. + 0)' = (-3 + 0)' + (4. − 43 )'

(1.2)

(56 7'8 ⁄+ )*
(5: 7'8 ⁄+ )*

(1.3)

(; <; )*

:
− (+5 6/'78)
* = 1
:

Li et al. (2014) extended the model into a more generic scenario, which allowed the hyperbola
to be generated from the non-perpendicular GPR scanning trajectory to the utility axis (see
Equation 1.4), where ? is the relative angle between antenna moving trajectory and the orientation
of the buried pipe.
(56 7'8 ⁄+ )*
(5: 7'8 ⁄+ )*

−

(;6 <;: )* @AB C*
(+5: /'78)*

=1

(1.4)

To investigate the formation of GPR signatures at any scenarios, there are various numerical
modelling methods available to GPR practitioner. Their basic working principles range from basic
ray-tracing and one-dimensional transmission-reflection techniques (Goodman 1994; Olhoeft and
Smith 2000; Sandmeier geophysical research 2005) to more sophisticated finite-difference
(Bergmann et al. 1998; Cassidy and Murdie 2000; Giannopoulos 2005; Teixeira and Chew 2000;
Teixeira et al. 1998), finite-volume, Z-transform and discrete-element techniques (Bourgeois and
Smith 1996; Nishioka et al. 1999; Yee and Chen 1997) and their hybrids (Bergmann et al. 1999;
Weedon and Rappaport 1997). Although it is difficult to model the simulated scenarios which are
exactly the same as the real survey environment, the numerical models can assist the GPR
engineers to validate their algorithms or methods using the synthetic data before applying to the
real GPR field survey. For instance, GprMax is a free software that simulates electromagnetic
wave propagation. It solves Maxwell’s equations in 3D using the Finite-Difference Time-Domain
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(FDTD) method. In this study, GprMax will be used to generate synthetic data for testing and
validating the proposed algorithms in Steps 1.3.2 ~ 1.3.4.
1.3.5 Data visualization for mapping and labeling underground utilities
According to Milgram and Colquhoun (1999), a mixed reality exists between the pure real
environment and the total virtual environment (see Figure 1.4). Mixed Reality encompasses the
continuum of possible combinations of elements from both virtual (computer generated) and real
environments. The continuum between fully real and fully virtual. If the mixed environment is
close to real environment (RE), we call it Augmented Reality (AR), while close to virtual
environment (VE), we call it Augmented Virtuality (AV).

Figure 1.4 Reality-Virtuality (RV) Continuum (Milgram and Colquhoun 1999)

In the past ten years, augmented reality (AR) techniques have been incorporated into the
geospatial space to facilitate the communication between geo-located buried utilities and humans
(Al-Shayea and Bahia 2010; Behzadan et al. ; Schall et al. 2013; Talmaki and Kamat 2012). A few
industrial companies provide the content management systems (CMS) for AR, which allow users
to create the AR experience without coding. To detach from the pre-installed, standalone app or
software, a few recent studies are working with the development community to add AR capabilities
to the existing web-based VR framework, which simply configure the experience via your browser,
AR scanner (either fiducial markers or location-based information) at a target. For instance,
AWE.Media, Chrome & WebAR, the Argon project, AR.js & Three.js actively promote the webbased AR in different industry fields (see Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.5 Augmented reality investment by industry (PWC 2017)
One key technique is to superpose the virtual geometric layer of detected utilities onto the real
scenario. However, an additional perception understanding step is needed by humans to determine
the spatial relationship between the virtual pipes and the real ground image to eliminate the
possible illusion if only observing the visual layer.

Figure 1.6 Text layer or popup window to assist AR display for underground utilities (Behzadan
et al. 2015; Schall et al. 2010)
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Figure 1.7 Virtual hole or trench to assist AR display for underground utilities (Schall et al.
2010; VirtualGIS 2017)

To release human perceptional burden, two directions of research have been tried. One way is
to add text layer or pop-up windows to AR (see Figure 1.6). But the virtual pipes float above the
real ground surface, which causes image “jump”, visual fatigue and even dizzy feelings. The other
popular way is to use VR locally (see Figure 1.7), i.e., “dig” a virtual trench or hole, but it sacrifices
the integration of Virtuality and Reality. By looking at the different combinations of Mixed Reality
in Figure 1.8 (Milgram and Colquhoun 1999), the question is raised as such: can I find a better
mixed solution (illusion-free, stable, good awareness of mixture) to maximize the merits of AR?

Figure 1.8 Different combinations of Mixed Reality (Milgram and Colquhoun, 1999)
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Although great achievements have been made in each of the steps, the existing efforts are
constraint in the urban environment considering complex spatial configurations of underground
utilities, which pose great challenges in interpreting GPR data and mapping buried utilities
(Janning et al. 2012; Li et al. 2014). Figure 1.9 shows several complex spatial configurations of
buried pipes. It can be found they are buried together in various horizontal orientations and vertical
inclinations. Specifically, two main challenges exist in urban environments:
(1) Oblique pipe produces irregular GPR patterns;
(2) Adjacent pipes generate coupled/obscure/overlaid/occluded GPR patterns which are very
difficult to recognize and separate.

Figure 1.9 Complex spatial configurations of underground utilities
Figure 1.10 shows a comparison between a perpendicular-to-scan pipe and an oblique pipe and
both are buried in the same homogenous sandbox. Compared to the perpendicular case, the
generated GPR pattern from the oblique pipe generates an irregular, asymmetrical signature.
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Perpendicular case

Oblique case

Figure 1.10 Signal transform example generated by GprMax simulator 3D

Figure 1.11 Signal interference example generated by GprMax simulator 2D (Jaw and Hashim
2013)

Figure 1.11 demonstrates another example which consists of a gas pipe, an electrical cable and
a water reticulation pipe to show such signal interference. Three individual GPR images clearly
depict the presence of three different hyperbolic patterns. However, when we put three pipes close
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to each other, three patterns are obscured with each other, which make it difficult to distinguish
these pipelines.

1.4

Knowledge gaps

Four knowledge gaps are identified to address the limitations in current practice. The first
knowledge gap identified is the lack of an intelligent GPR survey trajectory planning approach, in
which GPR data are processed and interpreted in real-time and the trajectory is automatically
adjusted correspondingly. The rationale is as follows. Ideally, the perpendicular-to-pipe scanning
yields highest detectability, and along-pipe scanning yields highest planimetric and depth accuracy.
However, it is quite challenging for field operators to maintain the ideal angels, i.e.,
“perpendicular-to-pipe” and “along-pipe”, in the survey grid while not knowing the exact
orientation of the pipes. The deviation between pipeline’s orientation and GPR moving trajectory
will pose ill-shaped or incomplete signatures in GPR scanned images, which brings great
challenges in the following signal/images processing and utilities attribute estimation from the
collected field data. If we can detect the ill-shaped or incomplete signature early while they are
still under developing and adjust the trajectory correspondingly and continuously, we could
guarantee a good angle and a reasonable accuracy. To close this knowledge gap, an automated
adaptive trajectory planning approach is proposed in Chapter Four to help adjust the GPR survey
trajectory during the field survey in an automated and adaptive manner.
The second knowledge gap is the lack of a practical algorithm to automatically extract
hyperbolas and segment them into legs, and peaks, which is the essential step for analyzing the
patterns of GPR signatures from the scanned images. For example, the peak of the hyperbola
indicates the closest point to the GPR survey trajectory. The intersecting point between the right
trailing leg and the left rising leg indicates there may exist two pipelines close to each other. By
analyzing the decomposed segments of the hyperbola shapes, the possible spatial configuration of
the buried pipes can be estimated, providing an “educated” guess for estimating the spatial
configuration, size, and location of underground utilities from GPR scanned images in congested
urban areas. To address this challenge, I develop an effective algorithm to automate the detection
and decomposition of GPR signatures into feature components in two-dimensional scans, i.e.,
hyperbola apex, rising legs, trailing legs and junction points of intersecting hyperbolas, which
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forms the base for estimating the spatial configuration, size, and location of underground pipes.
Chapter Two of this dissertation is devoted to solving this problem.
The third knowledge gap in this step is that the causality between the complex spatial
configuration of underground utilities and resulting patterns in GPR scanned images has not been
thoroughly investigated and established, which makes the inverse estimation from transformed
GPR signatures to complex spatial configurations of buried utilities impossible. Therefore, in order
to interpret the GPR data and map the underground utilities in an automatic manner, it’s essential
to investigate the rationale that: (1) how the spatial configurations affect the transformation and
occlusion of generating GPR signatures? and (2) how can we inversely estimate the spatial
configurations from the transformed, occluded GPR signatures?
The fourth knowledge gap in this step is the lack of an illusion-free visualization platform for
information sharing and communication of buried infrastructure. In the absence of such
visualization platform, the data sharing and communication efficiency are still underestimated.
Current AR platform is limited to visualize multiform information of buried utilities retrieved from
GPR data, i.e., (1) the unstable dynamic tracking of pipes in markerless environment causes visual
fatigue; (2) the missing depth cues (e.g., relative size, occlusion, shadows) affect the quality of
visual integration of the physical objects and virtual pipes underneath; and (3) the indirect way to
differentiate materials of pipes in either color-labeled or rendering mode. With these limitations,
the data sharing and communication efficiency are still underestimated in the current visualization
platform.

1.5

Research goal and specific objectives

The overarching goal is to design a novel approach to fully automate the whole process of
detecting, locating, characterizing, and mapping underground utilities from multiple transformed
signatures using GPR system. Figure 1.12 shows the overall workflow of the expected outcome.
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Figure 1.12 Overarching goal of this research
Four specific objectives are outlined to address the above four knowledge gaps.
•

The first objective is to detect and decompose GPR signatures in 2D profiles of GPR scans
(e.g., occluded or intersecting hyperbolas) considering the interfering effect caused by
congested spatial configuration. An effective algorithm will be created to automate the
detection and decomposition of GPR signatures into feature components in two-dimensional
scans, i.e., hyperbola apex, rising legs, trailing legs and junction points of intersecting
hyperbolas, which forms the base for estimating the spatial configuration, size, and location of
underground pipes. By commencing at a strip of pixels from the top of the edge of the scanned
image, the algorithm mimics the motion of a “raindrop” falling or flowing as it touches the
edge pixels of the image. The movement of the “raindrop” completes the decomposition of the
GPR signature when it touches the “ground”, i.e., the bottom of the edge image. Chapter Two
of this dissertation is devoted to solving this problem.

•

The second objective is to investigate the causal relationship between congested underground
utilities and their interfered scanned images and develop an approach to solve the inverse
problem relying on causal relationship, i.e., to determine spatial configurations of underground
utilities from GPR data. Specifically, the causality is extracted from the synthetic GPR data
generated from the parametric simulation. On one side, the complex spatial configurations of
buried pipes are represented by four geometric parameters for individual pipes and three spatial
relationships between two pipes. On the other side, the resulting GPR scanned images are
interpreted by four shape features and three interfering relationships. By investigating the
changing patterns of the GPR signatures owing to the change of spatial configuration of buried
pipes, the causality is established as the “spatial patterns” between the parameters above on
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both sides. Such patterns serve as the “expert” knowledge in understanding spatial pattern and
estimating spatial configuration.
•

The third objective is to develop an intellectual GPR survey framework to automate the process
of GPR trajectory planning and data collection. A prototype of automated GPR survey cart will
be developed for system development. Specifically, the GPR survey cart will be equipped with
the GPR antenna, the RTK GPS receiver, the micro-computer with Wi-Fi functionality, the
motor control chip and the battery. The GPR antenna sends out the electromagnetic waves and
collects part of the reflected signals from the subsurface of the survey area. The RTK GPS
records the real-time geographical location of the survey cart. The microcomputer receives the
GPR raw data and sends to the computing server for data processing and decision making.
Finally, the moving commands will be sent back to the cart on how to adjust the survey
trajectory at the next time window. On the other side, the decision-making protocol for
adjusting GPR survey trajectory is proposed, which is the core piece in this newly proposed
framework. It starts with the initial surveys along a few directions. Utility design rules can
assist the initial guess of the areas with the existence of buried pipes. For instance, the sewer
pipes may be connected to the observed manholes (Chen and Cohn 2011), and the underdrain
pipes may be installed under the street and connected to the observed outlets. After collecting
the initial GPR scans, the GPR signatures in the scanned images are automatically detected
and decomposed into feature components, such as “line” shapes or the “hyperbola” shapes
composed of apex and legs (Yuan et al. 2018). A set of parameters are developed to represent
these decomposed components of GPR signatures, such as the symmetricity of the left leg and
the right leg in the same GPR signature, the apex depth, the apex horizontal position, and the
apex curvature. Meanwhile, these parameters form the prior knowledge to help estimate the
possible spatial configuration of the underground utilities, such as the horizontal orientation or
the vertical inclination of the buried pipes, the depth of the middle point of pipes, and the
offsets between the middle point of pipes and survey trajectory. By investigating the changing
trends of the GPR signatures, such “spatial patterns” are established to serve as the “expert”
knowledge for the image processing, pattern reasoning, and feature estimation.

•

The fourth objective is to propose a visualization platform to intuitively represent the multidimensional information retrieved from GPR for mapping underground utilities, which include
geo-location, spatial configuration, material properties of the GPR data. I will address the
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limitations in three modules to enhance observers’ location perception, depth perception and
material perception. Specifically, the first module geo-registers the virtual objects in the real
world with a local stabilization mechanism to avoid the virtual objects “floating” and viewers’
visual fatigue. The second module creates a planar “portal hole” with underground pipes to
provide a good depth perception and immersive experience in augmented reality. The third
module establishes the material texture and rendering functions for typical materials of pipes
in a realistic and “what you see is what you understand” manner. Details of each module are
explained in Section 5.2.1 ~ Section 5.2.3 in Chapter 5.

1.6

Research contributions

The research contribution is significant. It automates and streamlines the analysis of GPR raw
data, revolutionizes the use of “spatial patterns” related to complex spatial configurations of the
congested urban underground world to map and label underground utilities. Four specific
outcomes are summarized:
•

First, a new algorithm is developed to detect and decompose GPR signatures in 2D profiles of
GPR scans (e.g., occluded or intersecting hyperbolas). The algorithm exhibits the ability to
provide all the essential information needed for determining the complex spatial configuration
of pipes in a congested area. Specifically, it has at least two outstanding merits: (1) there is no
need for an initial guess of the number of hyperbolas, and (2) it is capable of not only detecting
the number of hyperbolas, but also decomposing individual hyperbolas into rising leg, apex,
and trailing leg, as well as the intersections between neighboring connected hyperbolas.

•

Second, the causal relationship is established between congested underground utilities and
their interfered GPR signatures in the scanned images. “Spatial patterns” are extracted in the
forms of eight characteristic parameters, four of which can determine the spatial configuration
of underground utilities, and the other four of which can represent the geometrical of the GPR
signatures in scanned images. The causal relationship serves as the “expert” knowledge in
understanding spatial pattern and estimating spatial configuration.

•

Third, an intellectual GPR survey framework is proposed to automate the process of GPR
trajectory planning and data collection. A prototype of automated GPR survey cart is
developed, which can adjust GPR survey trajectory in real-time based on the collected field
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data and the intrinsic causal relationship between underground utilities and their GPR
signatures in the scanned images. This intelligent survey framework enables the systematic
integration of the research outcomes from the previous two tasks as well as the existing GPR
data processing achievements from other researchers, which has great potential to automate
the entire process of GPR field survey design and data collection, GPR signal pre-processing,
GPR signature extraction, and attribute estimation of buried objects in real practice in an
efficient and intelligent manner.
•

Fourth, a visualization platform is developed to represent the multi-dimensional information
retrieved from GPR for mapping underground utilities in an illusion-free manner, which
improve the data communication efficiency and easiness with engineers, designers and
stakeholders.
The importance of fulfilling these four objectives is acknowledged in a wide range of fields,

including the Mapping the Underworld initiative in the United Kingdom and the Subsurface Utility
Engineering practice in the United States. With accurate utility locations and dimensions, 22% of
the excavation-related incidents and a significant number of dry holes (i.e., excavations failed to
find utilities) could be avoided. It helps realize enormous cost savings, reduce potential hazards to
citizens, improve the sustainability of urban communities, and reduce life cycle costs of
underground infrastructure. By engaging the general public with the devised technologies, this
application will raise awareness of underground utility infrastructure that has long been neglected
due to their invisibility, and improve public scientific literacy that in turn, can help engaging the
public in all life cycle stages of underground utility infrastructure. Thus, the proposed research is
not only expected to vertically drive the field of underground mapping and labeling, but also to
have broad and highly positive societal impacts.

1.7

Organization of the dissertations

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 to 5 aim to fill the above
four knowledge gaps respectively. Among them, Chapter 2 develops a new algorithm to
differentiate intersecting GPR signatures as well as decompose each individual GPR signature into
several different components. Chapter 3 investigate the causal relationship between complex
spatial configuration of underground utilities and generating GPR scanned images. Chapter 4
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proposes a decision framework based on causal relationship to automate the survey process, and
meanwhile automatically plan and adjust GPR survey trajectory to ensure the collection of high
quality GPR data. Chapter 5 develops a mapping platform to project multi-dimensional
information of underground utilities onto Augmented Reality context to facilitate utility data
sharing and communication.
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CHAPTER 2. GPR SIGNATURE DETECTION AND DECOMPOSITION
FOR MAPPING BURIED UTILITIES WITH COMPLEX SPATIAL
CONFIGURATION1

Chapter 2 introduces a new drop-flow algorithm that automates the detection and
decomposition of GPR signatures into feature components in two-dimensional scans, which forms
the basis for estimating the spatial configuration, size, and location of underground pipes.

2.1

Introduction

As a nondestructive and noninvasive sensing technique, GPR can be applied to a wide range of
inspection scopes in civil engineering, such as the detection of buried utilities and diagnostics for
road pavements, bridges, tunnels, and railway tracks (Benedetto and Pajewski 2015; Feng et al.
2014; Hugenschmidt 2000; Hugenschmidt 2002; Zanzi and Arosio 2013; Zoidis et al. 2013).
Inspection targets can vary in geometry, depth, material properties, and environment so the
configuration of GPR systems must adjust accordingly (Annan and Cosway 1992). Based on the
research scope, my research will focus on underground utility mapping using GPR.
Although great achievements have been made in automating the interpretation of GPR scans,
this task continues to be a challenge, especially the detection of intersecting and interfering
signatures from GPR scans in a utility-congested urban environment. The resulting signatures of
underground utilities in GPR scans can be various shapes and are subject to a multitude of
transformations including occlusion, scale, and intersection. An example is shown in Figure 2.1,
which illustrates the multiple intersecting and interfering hyperbolas caused by the congested
spatial configurations of neighboring pipes, which is generated by the GPR simulator gprMax
(Warren et al. 2016).

1

Yuan, Chenxi, et al. "GPR Signature Detection and Decomposition for Mapping Buried Utilities with Complex

Spatial Configuration." Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering 2.4 (2018): 04018026.
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Figure 2.1 Intersecting and interfering hyperbolas in a simulated GPR scan
A recent study by Mertens et al. (2016) proposed an automated detection algorithm for welland ill-shaped GPR reflection hyperbolas for complex media, calibrated with a human recognition
process and physical concepts. Unfortunately, the algorithm needs to estimate eight fitting criteria
related to the hyperbola characteristics, which include symmetry, data extent in horizontal and
vertical axes, number of large gaps, and distribution of data within the buffer zone. To implement
this algorithm, still missing is an essential preceding step to automatically detect and separate the
transformed GPR signatures (e.g., intersecting or partially occluded hyperbolas reflected from
neighboring pipes), which is essential in order to provide the decomposed GPR signatures for the
existing downstream algorithms or systems.
Therefore, an effective approach is needed to detect and decompose the signatures in the 2D
profile of GPR scans (e.g., intersecting hyperbolas and occluded hyperbolas) caused by congested
spatial configurations. By including this detection and decomposition step in the current GPR
interpretation process, many existing algorithms can be enabled to automate underground utilities
detection and mapping in utility-congested urban environments.
The new drop-flow algorithm introduced in this chapter aims to address this issue by separating
the intersecting signatures and decomposing the individual signatures into separate feature
components. The algorithm commences at a strip of pixels from the top of the edge of the scanned
image, which mimics the motion of a “raindrop” falling or flowing when touching the edge pixels
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of the image. The movement of a “raindrop” completes the decomposition of the GPR signature
when it touches the “ground” (i.e., the bottom of the edge image) to extract the shape (e.g.,
hyperbola) and identify the feature components (e.g., hyperbola apex, rising and trailing segments,
and junctions of intersecting hyperbolas), which form the base for estimating the spatial
configuration, size, and location of underground pipes. The algorithm was tested and verified using
both synthetic and field data.

2.2

Methodology

Figure 2.2 provides an overview of the proposed workflow. The input for the workflow is the
GPR B-scan after pre-processing, which includes dewow, DC, background removal, and gain
(Gerlitz et al. 1993, Annan, 1999). In Step 1, the edges of the B-scan are extracted based on the
image gradient magnitude and orientation which satisfy the hyperbola shape patterns. In Step 2,
the edge image of the B-scan is segmented into several individual non-intersecting signatures. In
Step 3, the proposed drop-flow algorithm is applied to segmenting the intersecting hyperbolashaped signatures and decomposing individual signatures into composed feature segments (i.e.,
apexes, rising legs, and trailing legs). In Step 4, the over-segmentation is checked to identify the
missing portions of the rising or trailing legs in Step 3. Upon completion of this four-step process,
the output consists of the identified hyperbolas segmented into feature segments of apexes, rising
legs, and trailing legs. The outcome provides the essential information for all GPR algorithms that
derive pipe locations and dimensions based on GPR B-scans.
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Figure 2.2 Automatic detection and decomposition of GPR signatures of underground utilities
from GPR B-scans

2.3

Step 1 - Edge extraction of GPR B-scans

The purpose of this step is to extract the image pixels that indicate the time and location of the
EM wave signal when it encounters a buried pipe. Figure 2.3 illustrates a simulated B-scan for a
metal pipe buried in soil, which is composed of 180 successive A-scans, and the profile of one Ascan shows the signal oscillating behavior. The signal oscillates when it touches the metal pipe or
the separation layer between the air and the soil. Each strong oscillation lasts three half-cycles with
a pattern of +|-|+ when the reflection coefficient is positive, or -|+|- vice versa (Daniels 2004).
Since it is difficult to accurately identify the timing for the signal starting to oscillate, in practice,
either the negative or positive maximum peaks of the wavelet or the zero-amplitude points between
these two peaks are extracted as the reference points for an oscillation. In the study presented in
this paper, the zero-amplitude points were chosen as the reference points. For example, the four
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black dots in Figure 2.3 are extracted as the reference points; the first two dots indicate the layer
between the air and the soil and the other two dots indicate the buried pipe. All the reference points
in the sequential 180 A-scans form the edges in the B-scan, as illustrated in Figure 2.3 with two
dashed lines and two dashed hyperbolas.

Figure 2.3 Signal oscillating behavior and interpretation in a simulated GPR scanned image

Rather than extracting the reference points from individual A-scans and linking them, the edge
detection approach in the image processing can be applied to extract the edges directly from the
B-scan at one time. The gradient value of the pixels is an important clue to highlight and link those
reference points in the B-scan. One of the gradient-based edge detection approaches proposed by
Meer and Georgescu (2001) was adopted in this study. Generally, three steps are included in the
gradient-based edge detection approaches:
(1) estimation of the gradient vector (i.e., gradient magnitude and orientation) of each pixel,
(2) non-maxima suppression of neighboring pixels within each sampling window,
(3) hysteresis thresholding of gradient magnitude to customize the acceptance boundaries for
the similarity confidence between the data pattern and the target edge shape.
This approach also provides an interactive interface for users to apply the customized shape
patterns from the input data based on the user’s experiments and observations. By customizing the
non-maxima suppression and hysteresis thresholding parameters, the expected hyperbola-shaped
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edges can be detected. Once extracted, the edges are further converted to the binary image using
Otsu’s thresholding method (Otsu 1979). If the gray level of the pixel is greater than the Otsu
threshold, it will be assigned the value of “1” as an “edge” pixel; otherwise, its value will be “0”
as a “non-edge” pixel. The output of Step 1 is the edge image with only binary values (“1” and
“0”) in white and black colors to represent the existence of the edge in each pixel. Figure 2.4 shows
the binary edge of the GPR B-scan in Figure 2.4 after the edge detection and binarization methods
are applied. Note that the edge corresponding to the weak hyperbola shape underneath is also
detected.
Row 0
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Figure 2.4 The extracted binary edge image from the GPR B-scan

2.4

Step 2 - Non-intersecting signatures segmentation

In Step 2 the aim is to segment the non-intersecting signatures into separate, smaller pieces of
edge images (individual regions of interest (ROIs)). The edge image of the B-scan is scanned
column-by-column and row-by-row, counting the pixels with non-zero values and plotting a
histogram, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Based on the histogram, the B-scan is cut into six separate
ROIs, each of which contains edges that do not intersect with the edges in other ROIs (Kida et al.
1986, Yungang and Changshui 2003). The threshold values to cut the histograms horizontally or
vertically need to be manually set up since the noise in real field scans may vary under different
survey environments.
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Figure 2.5 Non-intersecting signatures segmentation by horizontal and vertical projections

2.5

Step 3 - Drop-flow algorithm for GPR signature decomposition

The purpose of this decomposition process is to divide the multiple intersecting signatures into
individual signatures and then to divide each individual signature (i.e., hyperbola) into three
components: rising leg, apex, and trailing leg. Figure 2.6 illustrates the concept of the drop-flow
algorithm for GPR signature decomposition, which mimics the motion of a falling droplet (see the
legend of Droplet) that flows along the edge of the image owing to gravity and ends when it touches
the bottom of the image. Based on the flow traces, the GPR signature is divided into rising legs,
trailing legs, apexes, and intersections. Figure 2.6 also illustrates that a water pond might formulate
at the intersection of two hyperbolas, which is addressed by Case 8 in Step 3.1 - Flow directions.
To automate the drop and flow processes, the key issues are addressed in the following two
sub-sections: (1) flow directions; (2) droplet starting positions and signature decomposition criteria.
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Droplet
Flow trace
Apex
Rising leg
Trailing leg
Intersection

Figure 2.6 Conceptual demonstration of GPR signature decomposition using drop-flow
algorithm
2.5.1 Flow directions
The drop-flow algorithm imitates the drop falling process. The flow direction is determined by
the gradients between the current pixel and the neighboring pixels with higher priorities assigned
to downward movements. Figure 2.7 illustrates the algorithm considering five adjacent pixels: onepixel (n1) right below the current pixel, two pixels to the left (n2, n5), and two pixels to the right
(n3, n4). The entire image space, P, is composed of M columns and N rows, and is a matrix of
D × F.

O 1

xi - 1 xi xi + 1

1

M
Droplet at (xi , yi)

yi

n5 n0 n4

yi + 1

n2 n1 n3

N

Figure 2.7 The droplet and its five neighboring pixels
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Figure 2.8 Flow directions for one droplet under different scenarios
Under equivalent gradients, the priority of flow is as follows: the flow from n0 to n1 has the
highest priority, n0 to n2, n3 the second highest priority, and n0 to n4, n5 the lowest priority. Figure
2.8 illustrates eight scenarios and their corresponding flow directions. The black pixel indicates
that there is no edge inside the cell, while the white pixel indicates that the edge fills the cell. For
example, Case 1 includes all scenarios where n1 is a black pixel, and the droplet flows vertically
downward to n1. Case 2 includes all scenarios where n1 is a white pixel, n2, n3 are black pixels, and
the droplet flows to n2 or n3 depending on the “inertia” of the droplet (i.e., its previous flow
direction). Cases 3 and 4 represent all scenarios with two white pixels at the bottom (i.e., n2 is
black, n1, n3 are white or n3 is black, n1, n2 are white); the droplet flows to n2 for Case 3 or to n3
for Case 4. Case 5 shows the scenario where n4, n5 is black, n1, n2, n3 are white, and the droplet
flows to n4 or n5 depending on the “inertia” of the droplet. Cases 6 and 7 are two scenarios with
only one black pixel in either cell n4 or n5, and the droplet flows to either the left side or right side
horizontally. Case 8 is a concave scenario where all cells are white; and the droplet flows vertically
until it reaches other black pixels.
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Figure 2.9 Two concave scenarios in the drop-flow process (a. the endless loop; b. the incorrect
segmentation)
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Figure 2.10 The neighboring pixels of the droplet strip
For Case 8, two concave scenarios need to be considered. Figure 2.9a shows the endless loop
(see the two solid arrow lines) that the droplet will keep running in a horizontal concave from
which it cannot escape. Figure 2.9b shows the incorrect segmentation that the droplet will segment
one hyperbola through the apex owing to the roughness of the apex.
To avoid the endless loop, the algorithm will track the previous, current, and next flow
directions of the droplet. If the flow directions are back and forth in a repeated manner, the
algorithm will force the droplet flowing to n2 or n3, depending on its inertia, to jump out of the
local concave (see the two dashed arrow lines in Fig. 2.9a). To avoid the incorrect decomposition,
the droplet is extended to a droplet strip which covers multiple pixels. Figure 2.10 illustrates the
droplet strip which has 2B+1 adjacent pixels and its corresponding five neighboring regions. If B
= 0, it is the same as one pixel’s droplet.
Consequently, flow trace T depends on the current pixel strip (Si), the weight of its flowing into
neighboring pixels (Wi), and the inertia of the droplet strip (GI⃗H ), as defined in Equation (2.1):
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T (Si+1) = f (Si, Wi, IG⃗H ), i = 0, 1, 2, …

(2.1)

Here Si+1 indicates the coordinate of the next central pixel of the droplet strip while Si indicates
the i-th droplet strip; and when i equals zero, S0 presents the starting central pixel position from
which the drop-flow process begins. Wi is a measurement of the weight of the droplet strip. Its
value depends on the Zj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) of neighbor regions n1, n2, n3, n4, n5. The value of Zj is
defined in Equation (2.2).
0 (empty cells > edge cells)
1 (edge cells > empty cells)
KL = M
0 for the empty cell
1 for the edge cell

j = 1, 2, 3
j = 1, 2, 3
j = 4, 5
j = 4, 5

(2.2)

Since these regions have various priorities to become a point in T, weights wj are defined
according to Equations (3) through (5):
wj =6 – j (j = 1,2,3,4,5)

And d. = e

(2.3)

5
max o1 − KL pqL

Ljk,',l,m,n

if ∑ =0
else

where ∑ = ∑nLjk(1 − KL ) qL

(2.4)

(2.5)

Let IG⃗H represents the inertial of the droplet at the current pixel (xi, yi), which only needs to be
considered when d. = 2 rst 4. The values of IG⃗H are illustrated in Equation (6):
IIIIII⃗
⎧ y3m (to the right)
IIIIII⃗
⎪y
3n (to the left)
IG⃗H = IIIIII⃗
⎨y3l (to the right)
⎪ IIIIII⃗
y3' (to the left)
⎩0

if d. = 2, Kn = 0, rst 4. > 4.<k
if d. = 2, Kn = 0, rst 4. < 4.<k
if d. = 4, Kl = 0, rst 4. > 4.<k
if d. = 4, Kl = 0, rst 4. < 4.<k
else

(2.6)
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By considering all the factors, the flow traces are mathematically described in Equation (2.7).
{ (|.7k ) = } o|. , d. , IG⃗H p =
|(4. − ~ − 1, 4. + ~ − 1, . )
⎧
⎪ | (4. − ~ + 1, 4. + ~ + 1, . )
⎪
⎪| (4. − ~ − 1, 4. + ~ − 1, . )
|(4. − ~ + 1, 4. + ~ + 1, . + 1)
⎨
(
)
⎪| 4. − ~ − 1, 4. + ~ − 1, . + 1
⎪| (4 − ~ + 1, 4 + ~ + 1,  + 1)
⎪
.
.
.
⎩|(4. − ~, 4. + ~, . + 1)

if d. = 1
if d. = 2, and IG⃗H = 0, IIIIII⃗
y3m
I
⃗
IIIIII⃗
if d. = 2, and GH = y
3n
if d. = 3
IIIIII⃗
if d. = 4, and GI⃗H = 0, y
3'
I
⃗
IIIIII⃗
if d. = 4, and GH = y3l
if d. = 5

(2.7)

The pseudocode is provided in Figure 2.11 to explain how to call each function defined by
Equations (2.1) through (2.7) to determine the flow direction and its accumulated flow trace.

Method: Drop-flow algorithm
Input: current pixel strip position (Si)
Output: next pixel strip position (Si+1) and accumulated flow trace T (S)
Procedure:
1: for current pixel strip (Si) do
2:
for each neighboring region nj (j=1,2,3,4,5) do
3:
calculate Zj according to Equation (2.2)
4:
calculate wj according to Equation (2.3)
5:
calculate ∑ according to Equation (2.5)
6:
end for
7: calculate weight of flowing into nj (Wi) according to Equation (2.4)
8: calculate inertia of the droplet strip (#$ ) according to Equation (2.6)
9: determine next pixel strip position (Si+1) according to Equation (2.7)
10: attach (Si, Si+1) → array T (Si+1)
11: end for

Figure 2.11 Pseudo code in determining the flow direction and accumulated flow trace
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2.5.2 Droplet starting positions and signature decomposition criteria
The purpose of this step is to find the drop position I which can efficiently segment the
intersecting hyperbolas and drop position II which can decompose each individual hyperbola into
the rising leg, apex, and trailing leg.
The method of Congedo et al. (1995) was adopted here to determine the drop position I for the
segmentation of intersecting hyperbolas. It scans the image horizontally from top to bottom, left
to right until an edge pixel with another edge pixel to the right of it is detected, where two pixels
are separated by only empty pixels. Figure 2.12a illustrates the drop position to segment two
intersecting hyperbolas. The flow trace is used as the boundary to divide the region into the left
and right sides. If the pixels are on the left side of the flow trace, the value of each pixel will be
kept and saved in the left segment; otherwise, the value of each pixel will be kept and saved in the
right segment. Both segments will be either trimmed or filled with “0” pixel value to keep the
rectangular shape.

Figure 2.12 Example of the drop position to segment intersecting hyperbolas (a. the drop
position and the flow trace; b. two segmented hyperbolas

Next, the sweep line method (Žalik and Žalik 2009) is applied to find the drop position II for
the decomposition of the individual hyperbolas. Figure 2.13a illustrates how the sweep line method
proceeds. It emits the horizontal ray by moving top down over the edge image; and to record the
first batch of pixels, the ray hits and saves these pixels as the apex of the hyperbola. The ends of
the apex are used as the drop positions from above where the droplets commenced, and four flow
traces are obtained. Figure 2.13b illustrates the hyperbola decomposition based on the directions
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of these four flow traces. If a flow trace moves to the left side in a stepwise manner (i.e., alternating
in short intervals in both horizontal and vertical directions), it will be saved as a rising leg; if the
flow trace moves to the right side in a stepwise manner, it will be saved as a trailing leg. If the
flow trace is a vertical line segment, it will be discarded. Finally, the hyperbola is completely
detected and decomposed with a rising leg on the left side of the apex and a trailing leg on the right
side of the apex. The total number of decomposed hyperbolas is two, as shown in Figure 2.13b.

(a)
Drop position for segmentation

(b)
apex
apex

Flow trace

apex
apex

Flow trace

Figure 2.13 Example of drop positions to decompose individual hyperbolas (a. the drop positions
and flow traces; b. the decomposed hyperbolas)

2.5.3 Flowchart of the entire drop-flow algorithm
Figure 2.14 illustrates the entire workflow of the proposed drop-flow algorithm to segment
multiple hyperbolas as well as to decompose the individual hyperbolas into a rising leg, apex, and
trailing leg. First, the drop-flow algorithm is implemented from drop position I to segment the
intersecting hyperbolas. For each given droplet strip, the algorithm checks the surrounding five
neighboring pixels as illustrated in Figure 2.10. By continuously tracking the flow directions, the
complete flow traces of each drop-flow process can be obtained. The flow trace helps to segment
the intersecting hyperbolas into individual ones. Then, the drop-flow algorithm is implemented
from drop position II to decompose each individual hyperbola into a rising leg, apex, and trailing
leg. When drop position II is found, the apex position is detected accordingly. By analyzing the
directions of the flow traces, the rising and trailing legs can be detected.
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In practice, a few GPR signatures are occluded by the near-surface signatures because of the
spatial configuration of the corresponding pipes. To reach the signatures beneath, the drop-flow
algorithms can be applied multiple times. Examples will be presented in the Validation section.

Figure 2.14 GPR signature decomposition and classification using drop-flow algorithm
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2.6

Step 4 - Over-segmentation checking

Over-segmentation may occur for each decomposed rising leg or trailing leg. For example,
Figure 2.15a illustrates the droplet commencing above the first drop position to segment the
intersecting hyperbolas into two parts. It can be observed that a small portion of the rising leg
belonging to the right signature has been cut off (i.e., the missing portion shown in Figure 2.15b).
To restore the over-segmented portion, a linear extrapolating line segment with a buffer zone is
generated to detect, if any, the missing portion of the rising or trailing legs. Figure 2.15b illustrates
such a mask to find the missing portion.

Figure 2.15 Over-segmentation checking to find the missing portion of decomposed rising or
trailing legs (a. the over-segmentation area; b. the missing portion of decomposed legs)

2.7

Validation

In this section, the newly created drop-flow algorithm is applied to both synthetic and field GPR
scanned images. The output after applying the drop-flow algorithm will include the detected
hyperbolas and the feature segments (i.e., rising leg, apex, and trailing leg). The accuracy of the
hyperbola detection algorithm also is evaluated by its detection rate (DR) and precision values
calculated by the following two equations:

Å&ÇÉ ÑÖÜ.5.+É

Detection Rate = á&ÖÇàâ 5&Ç5ä

(2.8)
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Precision = Å&ÇÉ ÑÖÜ.5.+É7ãåçÜÉ ÑÖÜ.5.+É

(2.9)

The ground truth in this study is the number of hyperbolas which can be visually recognized by
humans from the GPR scanned image. The true positive (TP) is the number of hyperbola groups
correctly detected in the edge image, while the false positive (FP) is the number of hyperbola
groups incorrectly detected in the edge image. The number of hyperbola groups are counted instead
of the hyperbolas in TP and FP because more than one hyperbola edge may be extracted for each
hyperbola shape in a GPR scan.

2.7.1 Validation using the simulated, synthetic data
The gprMax simulator (Warren et al. 2016) was applied to generate the synthetic GPR scans in
a two-dimensional (2D) testbed on a scale of 1:10. Figure 2.16 illustrates the original dimensions
of the testbed, the 13 buried pipes, and the material properties of the pipes and clay. Here, é&
indicates the relative permittivity compared to the vacuum’s é, which was set as 1.0. The GPR
antenna was simulated using a 1.5GHz Ricker pulse, which is well accepted as a simulated GPR
antenna (Giannopoulos 2005).

Transmitter and Receiver of Ricker pulse, 1.5GHz
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Figure 2.16 Illustration of the simulation test bed
Figure 2.17a shows the generated GPR B-scans in the time window of 10ns. Figure 2.17b is the
processed edge image after employing the gradient-based edge detection procedure proposed by
Meer and Georgescu (2001). Table 2.1 lists the key parameters for the gradient-based edge
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detection of the hyperbola shape. Figure 2.18 illustrates the èη-diagrams for the edge extraction
of the hyperbola shape. Here, è indicates the normalized gradient magnitude of each pixel, η is the
normalized confidence value of the similarity in the presence of an edge pattern oriented according
to the estimated orientation, and every pixel of the image is associated with these two numbers in
the èη-diagram. Figure 2.18a shows the èη-diagram with a blue rectangular boundary for nonmaxima suppression. Figure 2.18b shows the èη-diagram after non-maxima suppression with two
customized hysteresis threshold curves superposed for the edge detection of hyperbola shapes. The
red curve sets the boundary of the low threshold, while the blue curve sets the boundary of the
high threshold.
Table 2.1 Key parameters for the edge detection of the hyperbola shape

Pixel
size
Type
è-axis
η-axis

Nonmaxima
suppression

Gradient
window

Minimum
length

Hysteresis
high threshold

Hysteresis
low threshold

5x5

5

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Box
0.9
0.9

Custom
1.0
1.0

Custom
0.8
0.8

Figure 2.17 GPR B-scan image (a. the original scan; b. the extracted edge image)
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Figure 2.18 èη-diagrams (a. non-maxima suppression; b. hysteresis thresholding after nonmaxima suppression for the edge detection of the hyperbola shape)
Figure 2.19 shows the entire decomposition process, which started with the non-intersecting
signatures segmentation, followed by the intersecting hyperbolas segmentation and decomposition.
In the input edge image (a), no gaps were detected from the vertical projection or horizontal
histogram (b), which indicates that the buried pipes were probably close to each other, and their
reflected hyperbolas were intersected or occluded. After calculating the drop location for
segmenting the intersecting hyperbolas, the algorithm commenced the first droplet from the top of
Column 234 in the edge image (c). The first flow trace divided the edge image into two parts, (d)
and (e). Meanwhile, the first and second apex locations were found in (d) and (e) respectively. The
flow trace shown in (d) segmented (d) into (f) and (g), while the flow trace shown in (e) segmented
(e) into (h) and (i). By analyzing the flow traces and apex locations, three hyperbolas were detected
and decomposed as Apex 1, 2, 3 plus two legs connecting to each of the apex regions, which are
highlighted within the oval dashed line. After decomposition, three apexes and six legs were
extracted, and the pixels were painted as the background of the edge image, which are viewed as
the inputs for the second round of decomposition. The same process was repeated, and another
four hyperbolas were decomposed into Apexes 4 through 7 plus their legs shown in (k), (l), (m)
and (n). The decomposition process continued until the entire image was painted with zeros.
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Figure 2.19 The detection and decomposition process for the simulated data
Finally, all the decomposed hyperbolas and their connecting rising and trailing legs were shown
in (o), which included 10 groups of complete hyperbolas with the apex and both sides of legs, two
groups of incomplete hyperbolas with apex and one side of legs, and seven intersections. It can be
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seen that six hyperbola groups in the GPR scan that correlated to Pipes III and VII were not
detected, and four hyperbola groups that correlated to Pipes I, IV, V, and XIII were incorrectly
detected. Among all 14 hyperbola shapes, which were visually recognized by humans from the
GPR scanned image (i.e., Figure 2.17a), eight were correctly detected and four were incorrectly
detected. According to Equation (2.8) and Equation (2.9), the detection rate was 57% and the
precision was 67%.
The incomplete, inaccurate, or missed detections were further investigated. The spatial
configurations of the pipes (Figure 2.16) and the related hyperbola signatures in the scanned image
(Figure 2.17a) were studied. For the neighboring pipes that were too close to each other, their
hyperbolas intersected, and a few portions of the hyperbolas were occluded. If their apexes also
mingled with each other, like the hyperbolas correlated to Pipe IV and Pipe V, they could be
incorrectly detected as one hyperbola group. If the apex of one hyperbola in the deeper position is
occluded by the upper hyperbola, the lower occluded hyperbola will be incorrectly viewed as one
leg of the upper hyperbola (i.e., Pipe XIII). For the pipes underneath the metal pipes (i.e., Pipe III
and Pipe VII), the hyperbolas of these lower buried pipes were so weak that the edge extraction
step could not capture them for the decomposition step. The over-segmentation checking was
implemented to the intersecting points of the detected hyperbolas at the last step. Four missing
legs were recovered as the final output of the detection and decomposition process and are shown
in Figure 2.19p.

2.7.2 Validation using the field data
In the real field data, seven GPR scans were collected from the case studies of four GPR
companies and field tests from the Purdue campus. These seven scan examples are described in
Table 2. The pre-processing steps were applied to the GPR raw datasets, which included filters,
background removal, gain, Dewow, DC, and time-zero correction.
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Table 2.2 Description of seven examples of GPR scans
Example

Utility type

Description and source link

1

Underground storage
tanks (UST)

http://www.gprps.com/gpr-services/storagetank-and-drum-locating/

2

Water lines and electrical
conduits

http://www.radarsolutions.com/CaseStudies/CaseStudy5.html

3

Drainage pipes and
backfill soil

4

Water lines

5

Multiple utilities

6

Multiple utilities

https://www.sensoft.ca/case-studies/golf-greenmanagement/
https://www.sensoft.ca/casestudies/subsurface-utility-engineering-waterinstallation/
https://www.sensoft.ca/case-studies/mappingmultiple-utilities/
http://www.geophysical.com/utilityscanpro.htm

7

Multiple rebar in beams

Main floor, civil engineering building, Purdue

Figure 2.20 shows the seven edge images of the seven GPR scans after employing the gradientbased edge detection procedure proposed by Meer and Georgescu (2001). The layout of these
images are shown in the top right corner of Figure 2.20. The edge detection process used the same
parameters illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 2.18 in the previous sub-section.
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Figure 2.20 The extracted edge images from seven examples of GPR field scans
Figure 2.21 shows the process of detecting and decomposing the signatures of GPR field scan
in Example 1. The image (a) was the extracted edge image of the enhanced GPR field data which
applied the same edge detection parameters in Table 2.1. After multiple iterations of the
implementation of the drop-flow algorithms, the intersecting hyperbolas were segmented, and a
total of 15 groups of hyperbolas were detected and decomposed into apexes, rising and/or trailing
legs, and four intersections.
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Figure 2.21 The detection and decomposition process for the field data in Example 1
Table 2.3 summarizes the statistics for all seven examples. It can be seen that the precision was
relatively low in Example 3, and the false positive value was quite large due to the fact that the
three drainage pipes in Example 3 were buried in the layer between the natural soil and the
backfilled sand. The layer between the soil and the sand can generate many uneven curves in the
GPR scan, which are detected as false positive hyperbolas. In Example 6, the detection rate was
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lower than in the other examples because a UtilityScan Pro 300/800 DF antenna was utilized in
this project, which generates two scanned images for either 0~1.5m or 1.5~3m depth. In this
validation, only the GPR scans generated by the 300MHz antenna were selected; therefore, the
four hyperbolas in shallow depths were not clear enough to be detected.
Table 2.3 Experimental results on field GPR data
Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total

Ground
truth
15
10
4
15
8
13
27
92

True
positive
13
10
3
15
6
9
23
79

False
positive
1
8
7
4
0
1
0
21

Detection
rate
87%
100%
75%
100%
75%
69%
85%
84%

Precision
93%
56%
30%
79%
100%
90%
100%
78%

The individual hyperbolas also were further decomposed into an apex, rising leg, and trailing
leg. These segment features provide the essential information for all the GPR algorithms that
derive pipe locations and dimensions based on GPR B-scans. For example, the apex and two legs
of a hyperbola can be directly used in the curve fitting process to calculate the dimensions and
depth of the underground pipe. The symmetry of the rising leg and trailing leg is a good clue as to
whether there was signal interference from the neighboring anomalies. The horizontal or vertical
offset of the apex position in the aligned B-scans may relate to the non-perpendicular or nonparalleled orientation of the buried pipes. Furthermore, the intersecting point position between two
hyperbolas may release a different spatial relationship between two buried pipes under complex
spatial configurations in urban environments.
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2.8

Contributions and Discussions

In using GPR for mapping underground pipes, the pipe location and dimension are estimated
based on the hyperbola-shaped GPR signatures. Extracting GPR signatures from GPR scans and
decomposing them into feature segments (i.e., rising leg, apex, and trailing leg) is a critical prerequisite to all locating algorithms. The newly developed drop-flow algorithm contributes to
improving this process by automatically detecting and decomposing the connected hyperbolas
from GPR scans. The drop-flow algorithm exhibited in this paper the ability to provide all the
essential information needed for determining the complex spatial configuration of pipes in a
congested area. Specifically, it has at least two outstanding merits: (1) there is no need for an
initial guess of the number of hyperbolas, and (2) it is capable of not only detecting the number of
hyperbolas, but also decomposing individual hyperbolas into rising leg, apex, and trailing leg, as
well as the intersections between neighboring connected hyperbolas.
The drop-flow algorithm is limited to uneven soil backfilling cases since the layer between the
original soil and backfill soil generates some embossed curves which likely would be estimated as
hyperbola-shaped signatures. Future work will investigate using this algorithm for analyzing the
layers between different mediums. As far as extending its application to other components, the
field tests for Example 7 in the validation of field data subsections show the drop-flow algorithm’s
ability to detect rebar in structural slabs and beams to automatically estimate the number of rebar
and separate them as well. Furthermore, alternative pattern recognition and segmentation methods
also could be implemented in the intermediate step to extract the edge of the GPR signatures more
efficiently before applying the drop-flow algorithm; for example, the authors are currently
investigating the flood-fill based segmentation method and comparing its performance with the
projection method used in this paper.

2.9

Summary and Conclusions

This paper presented a new drop-flow algorithm that mimics the movement of water droplets
to detect and decompose interfered GPR signatures (i.e., intersecting hyperbolas reflected from
neighboring pipes with a complex spatial configuration). The algorithm was tested using both
synthetic and field data, which generated a detection rate of 84% and a precision of 78%. The
results show that the drop-flow algorithm is capable of differentiating connected hyperbolas and
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identifying the feature points and segments of each hyperbola. Specifically, it detected the number
of hyperbolas and further separated each hyperbola into a rising leg, apex, and trailing leg, all of
which are critical information to determine the location, layout, and geometric dimensions of
utility pipes with complex spatial configurations. The scientific and practical contribution of this
newly developed algorithm is significant in that its automation of signature detection and
decomposition is a vertical step towards the automation of mapping underground pipes with
complex spatial configurations using GPR.
The authors of this paper continue to work on refining the automation of underground mapping
via GPR, including incorporating conic fitting algorithms to calculate the hyperbola equations
based on the detection and decomposed hyperbolas and determining the causality of the signal
interference between the spatial configuration of the pipes and the generating GPR B-scan.
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CHAPTER 3. CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UTILITY SPATIAL
CONFIGURATION AND GPR SIGNATURES

In this chapter, the causal relationship will be investigated between the complex spatial
configuration of underground utilities and the corresponding utilities signatures in GPR scanned
images, which provides an “expert” knowledge for GPR data interpretation and 3D underground
utilities mapping.

3.1

Introduction

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has great potential to non-destructively investigate
underground utilities at high resolution over large volumes of the near subsurface. The
interpretation of GPR reflection data is currently highly subjective and based primarily on an
interpreter’s ability to recognize patterns in a radar image. Although great achievements have been
made in automating the ideal situations, applying GPR to detect congested utilities in urban areas
is still challenging (Chen and Cohn 2011; Jaw and Hashim 2013; Ni et al. 2010). The resulting
signatures of congested underground utilities in GPR scans can be of various shapes and be subject
to a multitude of transformations including occlusion, scale, and intersection. Current methods are
inadequate to infer such complex spatial configurations of underground utilities from the irregular
and transformed signatures. Specifically, complex spatial configurations pose two main challenges
in detecting the underground utilities from GPR scans:
(1) Oblique pipe produces irregular GPR patterns;
(2) Adjacent pipes generate coupled/obscure/overlaid/occluded GPR patterns which are very
difficult to separate and recognize.
Figure 3.1 shows a comparison between a perpendicular-to-scan pipe and an oblique pipe and
both are buried in the same homogenous sandbox. Compared to the perpendicular case, the
generated GPR pattern from the oblique pipe generates an irregular, asymmetrical signature.
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Perpendicular case

Oblique case

Figure 3.1 Signal transform example generated by GprMax simulator 3D
Figure 3.2 demonstrates another example which consists of a gas pipe, an electrical cable and
a water reticulation pipe to show such signal interference. Three individual GPR images clearly
depict the presence of three different hyperbolic patterns. However, when we put three pipes close
to each other, three patterns are obscured with each other, which make it difficult to distinguish
these pipelines.

Figure 3.2 Signal interference example generated by GprMax simulator 2D (Jaw and Hashim
2013)
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Thus, there is a research need to investigate the causality between the complex spatial
configuration of underground utilities and resulting patterns in 2D GPR scanned images, which
can provide an “expert” prior knowledge for the following image processing and feature estimation
of GPR data.
To exclude the disturbances caused by heterogeneous host materials, synthetic GPR images are
generated by means of the parametric simulation. By analyzing the changing patterns of the
extracted GPR signatures from the synthetic data, we succeed to address the following two
questions:
(1) how the spatial configurations affect the transformation and occlusion of generating GPR
signatures? and
(2) how can we inversely estimate the spatial configurations from the transformed, occluded
GPR signatures?
In the remainder of this chapter, I first provide the definition of the causal relationship and
explain the challenges in estimating the features of underground utilities based on the interfered
GPR signatures that are extracted from the scanned images. Then a set of parameters is applied to
represent the causal relationship along with the observed patterns from a large amount of simulated
synthetic data. Finally, the indoor experimental data and field data are used to validate the
established causal relationship.

3.2

Causal relationship and inverse estimation

Causal relationship in this study indicates the relationship between the spatial configurations of
underground utilities and the GPR signatures in resulting GPR scanned images. Usually, it is a
straightforward estimating process, i.e., the direct problem, if we know the spatial configurations
of underground utilities in real scenarios, e.g., the image on the left side in Figure 3.3. Wellestablished analytical equations and various numerical simulators can help to generate accurate
resulting 2D GPR scanned images, e.g., the image on the right side in Figure 3.3.
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Direct problem

Casual relationship
Inverse problem
Spatial configurations of
underground utilities

Signatures in 2D
GPR scan images

Figure 3.3 Definition of Causal relationship
However, in real practice, we don’t know the spatial configurations of buried utilities. Our task
is to estimate the features of underground utilities (depths, dimensions, orientations, etc.) from the
field GPR survey data. Here, we call this process the inverse problem. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
inverse problem when interpreting GPR scanned images with signal interference. The left region
represents the object space with their spatial configuration, i.e., the physical pipes’ spatial
configuration. The right region indicates the image space of GPR scans, i.e., what the GPR
signature looks like in the scanned images. With the existence of the GPR signal interference,
usually one GPR signature in the scanned image may relate to multiple possible spatial
configuration scenarios of the pipes in the physical world. Therefore, we cannot get one solution
by calculating the mathematical equation or numerical analysis. The additional “educated guess”
by experts is needed to answer the question: what are the most possible embedded objects? or what
is their most possible spatial configuration?
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Objects with very
similar images

Image Space
of
GPR Scans

Object Space
with their SC

Objects with
same images
Schematic representation of the relationship between objects and images.
The shaded subsets in both spaces illustrate the loss of information due to the imaging process.

Figure 3.4 Inverse problem of interpreting GPR scanned images
An example is given here to explain the different thinking processes between direct problem
and inverse problem in this causal relationship. Figure 3.5 demonstrates this inference process on
a 2D GPR scanned image of the two buried pipes. Given the spatial configurations of two buried
pipes, it is not difficult to separate them and restore the individual GPR scans. From the restored
individual scans without signal interference anymore, it can be straightforward to estimate
individual pipe spatial orientations. If combining the spatial configurations of Pipes I and II, it
should be the same as the original known spatial configurations of these two pipes.

2
5

Spatial
configurations
of two pipes

1

Two pipes’
signatures in
GPR scan

Complete Pipe I
signature in
GPR scan

3

Spatial
configuration
of Pipe I

4

Complete Pipe
II signature in
GPR scan

3

Spatial
configuration
of Pipe II

4

2

Figure 3.5 Inference from known spatial configuration of underground utilities to 2D GPR
scanned images
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However, in real practice, we usually face the situation that only the 2D GPR scanned image is
given. How to interpret the real field data and estimate the characteristics of the underground
utilities is an inverse problem. Figure 3.6 illustrates the general process when a GPR expert
analyzes the given 2D GPR scanned image with the GPR signatures of two pipes. It usually
consists of six steps to solve this inverse problem.
• Step 1: Given a GPR scan with two pipes’ signatures, the survey engineer needs to distinguish
and differentiate these two signatures (this step can be realized using the proposed algorithm in
Chapter 2).
• Step 2: The separated signatures are usually incomplete owing to the complex spatial
configurations of neighboring pipes. The survey engineer needs to restore the signatures into
complete ones based on their experience and prior knowledge.
• Step 3: The complete signatures can be used to estimate the orientation of each pipe.
• Step 4: The estimated spatial orientations are combined together as the “educated guess” of the
unknown spatial configurations of the two pipes.
• Step 5: To validate the accuracy, the engineer will generate the synthetic GPR scan based on the
“educated” guess in Step 4.
• Step 6: If the synthetic GPR scan is the same as the given GPR scanned image, the engineer
accepts this “educated guess”. Otherwise, a new loop from Step 1~6 is needed.

1. Decomposition

1
Two pipes’
signatures in
GPR scan

1
6

2. Restore
completeness

Incomplete Pipe I
signature in
GPR scan

2

Incomplete Pipe II
signature in GPR
scan

2

3. Link to one pipe
spatial configuration

Complete Pipe I
signature in
GPR scan

3

Complete Pipe II
signature in GPR
scan

3

4. Combine

Spatial
configuration
of Pipe I

4

Spatial
configuration
of Pipe II

4

Spatial
configurations
of two pipes

5&6. Accept/Reject
the estimation

5

Two pipes’
signatures in
GPR scan

6
Same?

Yes

No
Redo the whole process
from 1 to 6

Figure 3.6 Inverse estimation of the spatial configurations of underground utilities from GPR
scanned images
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The efficiency and accuracy of this “guess and test” process heavily relies on the
experience/prior knowledge of this survey engineer. In order to substituting computer intelligent
for “expert” engineers, the prior knowledge should be extracted and encoded into a computerreadable “language”. Thus, there is a research need to:
• investigate the causal relationship between congested underground utilities and their interfered
scanned images;
• develop an approach to solve the inverse problem relying on causal relationship, i.e., to estimate
spatial configurations of underground utilities based on interfered GPR signatures in the
scanned images.
Next, I will introduce how to use the parametric approach to represent the causal relationship.

3.3

Parametric representation of causal relationship

In this research, the causality is extracted from the synthetic GPR data generated from the
parametric simulation. Table 3.1 list the key parameters used to represent the causality between
spatial configurations and generating GPR signatures. On the right side, the complex spatial
configurations of buried pipes are represented by four geometric parameters and three spatial
relationships among two pipes. On the left side, the resulting GPR scanned images are interpreted
by four shape features and three interfering relationships. By investigating the changing trends of
the GPR signatures from the left side and relating to the right side, the causality is established as
the “spatial patterns” to link both sides. Such patterns serve as the “expert” knowledge for image
processing, pattern reasoning, and feature estimation in Chapter Four.
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Table 3.1 Parameters representing the causality between spatial configurations and generating
GPR signatures
Category

individual
pipe

between
pipes

3.4

GPR signature

Spatial configuration

Symmetricity

Horizontal orientation

Apex depth

Vertical inclination

Apex horizontal position

Depth of the middle point of pipe

Apex curvature

Offset between middle point of pipe and survey trajectory

Intersection

Parallel lines

Occlusion

Intersecting lines

Overlay

Skew lines

Spatial patterns of causal relationship

Pattern establishment is the scaffolding to the building of organized and easily processed
information (Sloan and Norrgran 2016), which provides the fastest, most efficient way to organize
information for later retrieval (Bar 2011). For instance, Huggenberger (1993) generated a
configuration chart of GPR-reflection patterns in the scanned images to the lithologic properties
of the late Pleistocene Rhine gravel (see Figure 3.7). In this study, a large number of synthetic
GPR data is generated via altering the parameters listed in the column of GPR signature in Table
3.1. The changing patterns in the column of Spatial configuration in Table 3.1 are observed
accordingly. Then I selected some patterns which have practical meaning in the real survey
scenarios and saved them as the spatial patterns of established causal relationship. Table 3.2 lists
eight groups of experiments I developed with detailed descriptions.
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Figure 3.7 Chart relating configurations on the radar record to lithologic properties of the late
Pleistocene Rhine gravel (Huggenberger 1993)
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Table 3.2 Experiment design for causal relationship
Experiment
group

Category

1

Individual pipe

Infinite Line versus. Line Segment

2

Individual pipe

Only Offset changes; ë, í, and Depth are all fixed

3

Individual pipe

Only ë changes from 0° to 90°;
í, Depth and Offset are all fixed

4

Individual pipe

Only í changes from 0° to 90°;
ë, Depth and Offset are all fixed

5

Individual pipe

Only Depth changes;
ë, í, and Offset are all fixed

6

Between pipes

Two paralleled pipes at the varied depth with varied
distances

7

Between pipes

Two intersecting pipes

8

Between pipes

Two skew pipes

Description

3.4.1 One pipe scenario
To investigate the causal relationship in one pipe scenario, a series of simulated experiments
are implemented. The scale is 1:100. The modeling box dimension is 0.50meter (Length) x 0.50
meter (Width) x 0.40 meter (Height). The length of the pipe is 0.25 meter, the diameter is 0.01m,
and the pipe thickness is 0.002m. The antenna is MALA 1.2GHz with the dimension of
0.184x0.109x0.046m. Figure 3.8 illustrates a 3D model with a MALA 1.2GHz antenna and a pipe
that is perpendicular to the antenna moving trajectory. Figure 3.9 is the illustration of the interior
configuration of the MALA 1.2GHz antenna with a pair of receivers and a pair of transmitters
inside. Since this study only investigates the causal relationship between spatial configurations of
buried pipes and the generating GPR scanned images, we don’t introduce the effects caused by the
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near-surface pipes with larger diameters. Besides, we do not consider the effects caused by GPR
footprint variations of different antennas.

Figure 3.8 Simulated 3D model when the pipe is perpendicular to the antenna moving trajectory

Figure 3.9 FDTD antenna model of a MALA 1.2GH antenna (skid removed for illustrative
purposes)
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3.4.1.1 Experiment #1: Infinite Line versus. Line Segment
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of infinite length pipe and limited length pipe
Spatial patterns from individual B-scans:
1. If a flat line pattern is detected, it is most probably a pipe with ë = 0°, í = 0°, if the dropdown leg(s) appear in the end(s) of this line segment, the antenna may detect the end of the
buried pipe. And the connection between the line and the leg(s) should indicate the pipe
end(s) location.
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2. If one inclining line pattern or two connected inclining lines are detected, it is most
probably a pipe with ë = 0°, í ≠ 0°. If the drop-down leg(s) appear in the end(s) of this
inclining line pattern, the antenna may detect the end of the buried pipe.
3. If a symmetric hyperbola is detected, there are three probable cases: a pipe with (i) ë ≠
0°, í = 0°, (ii) í = 90°, or (iii) ë = 90°. Among them, Case (i) indicates the antenna
moving trajectory has a certain horizontal angle with a pipe with no vertical inclination.
Case (ii) indicates a pipe vertically buried which is seldom in practice, and Case (iii)
indicates the antenna moving trajectory is perpendicular to the pipe, which has no vertical
inclination. Therefore, Case (i) and Case (iii) have a higher probability than Case (ii).
4. If an asymmetric curve is detected, it can eliminate the above possibilities of (ó )ë =
0°, (óó ) í = 0°, (óóó )ë = 90°, rst (óò)í = 90°. Meanwhile, it indicates the pipe cannot be
considered to infinitely long.
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3.4.1.2 Experiment #2: Only Offset changes; ë, í, and Depth are all fixed.
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Figure 3.11 Offset changes when ë = 30°, when í = 30°, öõú"ℎ = 20
Spatial patterns by comparing multiple juxtaposed B-scans:
5. If the series of GPR signatures are all symmetric, it indicates the buried pipe can be
considered to be infinitely long.
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6. If the series of GPR signatures are all symmetric, directly connecting the apexes in adjacent
B scans is not a line (see Figure 3.13). Therefore, the orientation cannot merely by doing
aggression analysis to find the most fitting line.
7. If the series of the GPR signatures are symmetric, and the apex depth of the hyperbola turns
gradually shallower, it indicates the offset direction of the antenna moving trajectories, e.g.,
from offset +10 to offset -10, approaches the rising end of the buried pipe, e.g., from (small
x, large y) to (larger x, smaller y). That is to say, as the antenna moving trajectory
approaches the uptrend end of the pipeline, the apex depth tends to be shallower only if the
GPR signatures are symmetric.
8. If the series of the GPR signatures are symmetric, and the apex vertical offset of the
hyperbola becomes shallower, it also indicates the apex horizontal offsetting direction, e.g.,
from offset +10 to offset -10, approaches the rising end the buried pipe, e.g., from (small
x, large y) to (larger x, smaller y). That is to say, as the antenna moving trajectory
approaches the uptrend end of the pipeline, the apex offsets to the same direction only if
the GPR signatures are symmetric.
9. If the series of the GPR signatures are asymmetric, the moving patterns of the apex depth
and horizontal position of the curve do not follow the same pattern as in item 7 and item 8.
It will fluctuate when approaching the end(s) of the pipeline segment. For instance, from
offset 00 à offset -5 à offset -10, the apex depth position goes up first and then down
since the survey trajectory first moves towards the upper end of the pipe and then away.
The same reason for the apex horizontal offsetting direction. Therefore, if the GPR
signatures are asymmetric, the particular attention needs to be paid to these fluctuate
patterns which relate to the end(s) of the pipe.
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Figure 3.12 Multiple paralleled antenna moving trajectories with the equal offset

Figure 3.13 CAD illustration on connecting apexes from adjacent B-scans for the infinite
pipeline scenario

3.4.1.3 Experiment #3: Only ë changes from 0° to 90°; í, Depth and Offset are all fixed.
In practice, an important aspect of survey design is to establish a survey grid and coordinate
system, and the expected survey lines in a rectangular coordinate system run perpendicular and
parallel to the trend of the buried pipes (Annan and Cosway 1992). Here, the spatial patterns by
changing the horizontal angle between survey line and the horizontal projection of buried pipe are
discussed to help field surveyor to optimize the survey lines and coordinate system.
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Spatial patterns by rotating the survey trajectory based on one middle point from 0° "û 90°
when offset = 0:
10. If the series of the GPR signatures are symmetric and display several hyperbolas/curves
with different apex curvatures, it can be assumed that í = 0° or í is a very small vertical
inclining angle. Moreover, the apex depth is the approximate depth of the buried pipe. See
Case (1) below.
11. If the series of the GPR signatures are symmetric but only display one hyperbola/curve
shape, it can be assumed that í = 90°, which is a vertically buried pipe or manhole. See
Case (5) below.
12. If the series of the GPR signatures are asymmetric, but all the signatures intersect in one
point which is the apex of one of these GPR signatures, it indicates the offset between
middle point of the buried pipe and the survey trajectory is equal to zero or very small. See
Case (2.1), Case (3), and (4) below.
13. If the series of the GPR signatures are asymmetric, and all the signatures do not intersect
in one point or intersect in one point which is not of the apex of any curves, it indicates the
offset between middle point of the buried pipe and the survey trajectory cannot be
neglected. See Case (2.2) and (2.3).
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Figure 3.14 ë changes when í = 0°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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(2) í = 30°,
(2.1) Offset = 0,
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Figure 3.15 ë changes when í = 30°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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(2.2) Offset = 10,
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Figure 3.16 ë changes when í = 30°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 10
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(2.3) Offset = -10,
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Figure 3.17 ë changes when í = 30°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = −10
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(3) í = 45°,
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Figure 3.18 ë changes when í = 45°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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(4) í = 60°,
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Figure 3.19 ë changes when í = 45°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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Figure 3.20 ë changes when í = 90°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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3.4.1.4 Experiment #4: Only í changes from 0° to 90°; ë, Depth and Offset are all fixed
Spatial rules:
N/A. Since in the field survey, the vertical inclining angles between the survey line and one
specific pipeline cannot be changed, there is no need to consider the effect of changing the depth
of one buried pipe.
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Figure 3.21 í changes when ë = 0°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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(2) ë = 30°,
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Figure 3.23 í changes when ë = 45°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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Figure 3.24 í changes when ë = 60°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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Figure 3.25 í changes when ë = 90°, öõ"úℎ = 20ü†, °}}õ¢" = 0
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3.4.1.5 Experiment #5: Only Depth changes; ë, í, and Offset are all fixed.
Spatial rules:
N/A. Since in the field survey, the depth of a certain buried pipe is always fixed, there is no
need to consider the effect of changing the depth of one buried pipe.
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Figure 3.26 Depth changes when ë = 30°, when í = 30°, °}}õ¢" = 0
Observations:
As the buried depth value increases, the value of the apex depth increases. Meanwhile, the apex
curvature and horizontal location change.
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3.4.2 Two pipes scenario
In this subsection, I will investigate the causality under the category of “between pipes” in Table
3.1, i.e., how the spatial relationships of the neighboring pipes (i.e., parallel, intersecting, and
skew) affect the interference of the GPR signatures (i.e., intersection, occlusion, and overlay).
3.4.2.1 Experiment #6-1: Two paralleled pipes at varied distances

(a)

(b)

(b)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Intersection and
occlusion

Figure 3.27 Two paralleled pipes at varied distances
Spatial rules by comparing B-scans in two perpendicular directions:
14. If two neighboring GPR signatures have the intersection in one survey direction and have
parallel lines in the direction that is perpendicular to the previous direction, there may exist
two paralleled pipelines at the similar depth range, and the orientations of both pipes are
close to the direction of Trajectory (b).
15. If one GPR signature has the hyperbola shape but with a very flat, strong amplitude apex
segment in one survey direction and have parallel lines in the direction that is perpendicular
to the previous direction, there may exist two paralleled pipelines at the similar depth range
and the two pipes are very close to each other, and the orientations of both pipes are close
to the direction of Trajectory (b).
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3.4.2.2 Experiment #6-2: Two paralleled pipes at varied depths
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Intersection and
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Occlusion

Figure 3.28 Two paralleled pipes at varied depths
Spatial rules by comparing B-scans in two perpendicular directions:
16. If two neighboring GPR signatures have the intersection in one survey direction and have
parallel lines in the direction that is perpendicular to the previous direction, there may exist
two paralleled pipelines, and the orientations of both pipes are close to the direction of
Trajectory (b). The different levels of apex depths show that these two pipes may be buried
at different depth ranges.
17. If there is one hyperbola shape with varied curvatures at its top and bottom edges and have
parallel lines in the direction that is perpendicular to the previous direction, there may exist
two paralleled pipelines that are very close to each other, and the orientations of both pipes
are close to the direction of Trajectory (b).
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3.4.2.3 Experiment #7: Two intersecting pipes
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Figure 3.29 Two intersecting pipes
Spatial rules by comparing B-scans in two perpendicular directions:
18. If one hyperbola-shape and one line-shape intersect with each other – specifically, in one
direction, the intersecting regions are close to the apex area of the hyperbola shape; in the
other direction that is perpendicular to the previous direction, the intersecting regions are
close to the rising and trailing legs of the hyperbola shapes, there may exist two intersecting
pipes perpendicular to each other.
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3.4.2.4 Experiment #8: Two skew pipes

(b)
(a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.30 Two skew pipes
Spatial rules by comparing B-scans in two perpendicular directions:
19. If one hyperbola-shape and one line-shape intersect with each other – specifically, in one
direction, the line shape is connected to the apex region of the hyperbola shape but not cut
off but the hyperbola shape; in the other direction that is perpendicular to the previous
direction, the intersecting regions are close to the rising and trailing legs of the hyperbola
shapes, there may exist two skew pipes perpendicular to each other.

3.5

Interpretation of causal relationship – an indoor verification

A scanned image collected from the field survey usually contains multiple GPR signatures with
incomplete and transformed shapes. As I mentioned in Section 3.1, the “one-to-many” solutions
may exist in solving the inverse problem, i.e., there may be multiple combinations of spatial
configurations of the pipes correspond to the similar patterns of GPR signatures in the scanned
images. I revisit the demonstration in Figure 3.6 to explain how to leverage the proposed dropflow algorithm in Chapter 2 and the established spatial configurations in this Chapter to automate
the aforementioned “guess and test” process. In this subsection, I will use an indoor experiment to
demonstrate the interpretation process in both qualitative level and quantitative level.
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To eliminate the background noise from the inhomogeneous medium, e.g., soil, an indoor
testbed is set up to verify the feasibility of the established causal relationship. The left picture in
Figure 3.31 shows the setup of the indoor testbed, and the MALÅ shield antenna with a central
frequency of 800MHz is used in this experiment. Figure 3.31b lists the parameters for the antenna
data collection - (i) the moving speed of the electromagnetic wave in the air: 300 meters per
microsecond, (ii) the total length of time the electromagnetic wave is transmitted: 5.9 nanoseconds
(0.94 meters, 80 samples), and (iii) the distance interval of measured points: 0.010 meter.

Figure 3.31 The configuration of the indoor experiment (Left: the setup of the experiment; Right:
the configuration of GPR antenna)
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Figure 3.32 The generated GPR B- scans
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Table 3.3 Qualitative expression of the decomposed GPR signatures in GPR scan images
GPR
B-scans
signature patterns

(X-1)à (X-6)

(Y-1)à (Y-6)

(X-1 ~ X-6) vs.
(Y-1 ~ Y-6)

Systematicity

No change

Flat, no change

NA

Apex depth

No change

First turns to
NA
shallower then deeper

Apex horizontal
location

No change

Flat, no change

NA

Apex curvature

No change

Flat, no change

Bigger vs. zero

It can be found in Table 3.4 that the two sets of consecutive GPR signatures shift from one side
to the other in the scanned images without any other changes regarding the patterns of
systematicity, apex depth or curvature. Based on the causal relationship, the corresponding spatial
relationship between the antenna moving trajectory and the buried pipe orientation can be
summarized in Table 3.5 as well as demonstrated in Figure 3.33.

Table 3.4 Qualitative reasoning of the spatial configuration of the pipe
No

Spatial configuration

Reference

1

one pipe exists

Detected GPR signatures

2

Horizontal layout; no vertical inclination; depth of the
middle point is fixed

SP* 1~5

3

Can be viewed as the infinite pipe in the survey
range, i.e., the survey range did not go beyond the
ends of the pipe

SP 1

4

A horizontal angle (0° ~ 45°) exists, anticlockwise to
the perpendicular subline y-y of the antenna moving
trajectory in (X-1) ~ (X-6),

SP 10~13

5

A horizontal angle (45° ~ 90°) exists, clockwise to
the perpendicular subline x-x of the antenna moving
trajectory in (Y-1) ~ (Y-6).

SP 10~13
SP*: Spatial patterns.
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Figure 3.33 The corresponding spatial relationship between the antenna moving trajectories and
the buried pipe orientation

In order to achieve a quantitative level of spatial pattern reasoning, the parameters are
represented by the normalized values as listed in Figure 3.34. I select the scan images from (X-1)
to (X-6), and the calculated normalized values are listed in Table 3.6. Figure 3.35 plots these values
with their standard deviations. By comparing the variance of the data series, the same spatial
patterns can be generated. It can be observed that the variance of the apex curvature is 0.05, and
the reason is that the linear slope was used to approximately represent the curvature of apex. To
make it more accurate, I will use conic fitting to generate a hyperbola shape, and then make the
nonlinear estimation of the apex curvature in my future work. The merit to utilize the quantitative
representation of decomposed GPR signatures is that it can automate the spatial pattern reasoning
based on the established causal relationship.
Category

individual
pipes

between
pipes

GPR signature

Spatial configuration

Symmetricity

s = 1(true), 0(false)

Horizontal orientation

α

Apex depth

da

Vertical inclination

β

Apex horizontal
position

h

Depth of the middle point of
pipe

dp

Apex curvature

k - linear slope

Offset between middle point
of pipe and survey trajectory

offset

Parallel lines
Intersecting lines

skew = 0; inter = 0
skew = 0; inter = 1

Skew lines

skew = 1

Intersection
Occlusion
Overlay

Pi(xi, yi) –
intersecting points

Figure 3.34 Quantitative representation of established causal relationship
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Table 3.5 Quantitative representations of the parameters of GPR signatures in causal relationship
Parameters

Normalized values

s

1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1

da

0.34; 0.3; 0.29; 0.28; 0.32; 0.33

h

0.58; 0.54; 0.50; 0.48; 0.44; 0.38

k

0.13; 0.19; 0.18; 0.24; 0.11; 0.21

Pi(xi, yi)

NA

Figure 3.35 The quantitative changing patterns of the decomposed GPR signatures in GPR scan
images

3.6

Field validation

A field experiment is also implemented to validate the established causal relationship. Figure
3.36 shows one experiment by rotating the directions of the survey cart trajectory. Figure 3.37
shows the extracted GPR signatures from these surveys. It can be observed that the changing
patterns of these GPR signature is consistent with the Spatial Pattern #10 in subsection 3.4.1.3.
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a buried pipe

α = 30°

α = 0°

α = 45°

α = 90°

α = 60°

Figure 3.36 The field experiment by rotating the survey trajectory directions

α = 0°

α = 30°

α = 45°

α = 60°

α = 90°

Figure 3.37 The extracted GPR signatures from the survey scans

The image in the left of Figure 3.38 shows another experiment by offsetting the survey cart
trajectory. The scans in the right of Figure 3.38 shows the extracted GPR signatures from these
surveys. Since the existence of the inhomogeneous soil and the high moisture content in this survey
field, the GPR scan without passing over the buried pipe is used to remove these background
interferences (see Figure 3.39). It can be observed that the changing patterns of the apex drifting
is consistent with the Spatial Pattern #5~9 in subsection 3.4.1.2. However, the changing patterns
of the apex depth cannot be observed clearly.
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Case 2 - offset

1

α = 45°
2
1
2
3
4

3

4

Figure 3.38 The changing patterns for the GPR signatures by offsetting the survey cart trajectory
Reference (α = 0°)

Figure 3.39 The background noise from inhomogeneous soil

3.7

Research contributions, Discussions, and Future work

In this chapter, the causal relationship is established between congested underground utilities
and their interfered GPR signatures in the scanned images. The causality is extracted from the
synthetic GPR data generated from the parametric simulation in the forms of eight characteristic
parameters, four of which can determine the spatial configuration of underground utilities, and the
other four of which can represent the geometrical of the GPR signatures in scanned images. By
investigating the changing patterns of the GPR signatures owing to the change of spatial
configuration of buried pipes, the causality is established as the “spatial patterns” between the
parameters above on both sides. Such patterns serve as the “expert” knowledge in understanding
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spatial pattern and estimating spatial configuration. Both indoor and field experiments’ results
show the feasibility of using the established causal relationship to provide the “educated” guess
for the spatial configuration of underground utilities.
Limited field tests are implemented in this chapter. Therefore, more experiments are expected
to validate the robust and possible challenges in automate the spatial reasoning process in use of
the established causal relationship. Besides, I have only investigated the causal relationship
between spatial configurations of underground utilities and survey trajectory. It is worthwhile to
investigate other types of the causalities from the utility geometrical shapes, dimensions, material
conductivities, the moisture of soil, as well as the causality from the combination of more than one
factor. Further, I expect that a Bayesian’s rule-based approach using Artificial Neural Networks
can be established in the future study to automate this reasoning process to generate more
complicated, implicit causality to assist the GPR data interpretation and utility attribute estimation.
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CHAPTER 4. AUTOMATED ADAPTIVE TRAJECTORY PLANNING IN
GPR SURVEY

This chapter develops a prototype of automated GPR trajectory planning cart, which can adjust
GPR survey trajectory in real-time based on collected field data and the intrinsic relationship
between the GPR signatures in scanned images and the angles between GPR trajectory and pipe
orientations.

4.1

Introduction

Utility strikes occur averagely once every minute in the United States (Common Ground
Alliance 2017), which causes billions of dollar worth of property damage, injuries and deaths
annually (Pipeline and Hazardous Safety Administration 2017). One root cause is the lack of
accurate and complete utility records. Therefore, accesses to the high quality data of subsurface
utilities allows the project owners, design engineers, sub-surface utility engineers, constructors,
and utility owners to effectively manage risks caused by strikes throughout the entire life cycle of
the underground infrastructure (ASCE 2003).
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), one of non-destructive sensing technologies, is able to
accurately detect, locate, and measure underground utilities (Costello et al. 2007; Li et al. 2015).
By transmitting an electromagnetic (EM) impulse and measuring the time of flight until a reflected
pulse is received, the depth profile of various subsurface layers or buried anomalies can be inferred
(Benedetto and Pajewski 2015). The underground utilities network can be built up by combining
depth profiles from a large number of aligned feature points on the consecutive GPR scanned
images (Gormally et al. 2011a). The accuracy of this underground utilities network depends
heavily on the relative angles between the GPR survey trajectory and the buried pipes that are
commonly used in practice, i.e., “perpendicular-to-pipe”, “along-pipe” and “variation-angles”
scanning. In accordance with Jaw and Hashim (2013)’s study, the “perpendicular-to-pipe”
scanning yields the highest detectability; “along-pipe” scanning yields the highest planimetric
accuracy and depth accuracy and the best penetration depth capability. However, it is challenging
for field operators to maintain the ideal angels, i.e., “perpendicular-to-pipe” and “along-pipe”, in
the survey grid while not knowing the exact orientations of the pipes. The deviation between
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pipeline’s orientation and GPR moving trajectory will pose ill-shaped or incomplete signatures in
GPR scanned images, which brings formidable challenges in the following signal/images
processing and utilities attribute estimation from the collected field data. Even though this dynamic
adjusting process can be achieved by a few experienced surveyors, the entire process is still unduly
time-consuming and expensive for a large-scale field survey (Chen and Cohn 2011). There is a
research need to develop an intelligent GPR survey trajectory planning approach, which can
interpret the collected GPR data from the perspective of an expert and meanwhile adjust the
trajectory to the possible perpendicular and parallel direction automatically.
To address the above challenges, the most straightforward solution is to ensure the cart moving
trajectory and collect GPR data “along-pipe” and “perpendicular-to-pipe” at the very beginning,
i.e., GPR field survey, because “perpendicular-to-pipe” scanning yields the highest detectability;
“along-pipe” scanning yields the highest planimetric accuracy and depth accuracy and has the best
penetration depth capability (Jaw and Hashim 2013). Considering the human adjustment is timeconsuming and expensive in large-scale survey tasks, the survey trajectory is expected to be
adjusted automatically to ensure the “along-pipe” and “perpendicular-to-pipe” scanning.
To keep on this research track, this study proposed an automated adaptive trajectory planning
approach to helping adjust the GPR survey trajectory during the field survey in an automated and
adaptive manner. A prototype of automated GPR trajectory planning cart is developed, which can
adjust GPR survey trajectory in real-time based on collected field data and the intrinsic relationship
between the GPR signatures in scanned images and the angles between GPR trajectory and pipe
orientations. Synthetic data are tested to validate this automated survey planning system.

4.2

Framework of Automated Trajectory Planning

In this study, a framework is proposed to automate the process of GPR trajectory planning and
data collection as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The GPR survey cart is equipped with the GPR antenna,
the RTK GPS receiver, the micro-computer with Wi-Fi functionality, the motor control chip and
the battery. The GPR antenna sends out the electromagnetic waves and collects part of the reflected
signals from the subsurface of the survey area. The RTK GPS records the real-time geographical
location of the survey cart. The microcomputer receives the GPR raw data and sends them to the
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computing server for data processing and decision making. Finally, the commands on how to
adjust the survey trajectory will be sent back to the cart.

Computing server

Satellites

Data processing
GPR data preprocessing,
signature extraction and
decomposition

Data
sync/upload

RTK
GPS
Motor
control chip
GPS base station

moving
commands

GPR
antenna

Decision making protocol for
adjusting GPR survey trajectory

Micro-computer
with wifi chip
Battery

GPR survey cart

Figure 4.1 Proposed framework for automating GPR trajectory planning and data collection
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Figure 4.2 Decision-making protocol for adjusting survey trajectory
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Figure 4.2 illustrates the decision-making protocol for adjusting GPR survey trajectory, which
is the core piece in this newly proposed framework. It starts with the initial surveys in a few
directions. Utility design rules can assist the initial guess of the areas with the existence of buried
pipes. For instance, the sewer pipes may be connected to the observed manholes (Chen and Cohn
2011), and the underdrain pipes may be installed under the street and connected to the observed
outlets. After collecting the initial GPR scans, the GPR signatures in the scanned images are
automatically detected and decomposed into feature components, such as “line” shapes or the
“hyperbola” shapes composed of apex and legs (Yuan et al. in press). A set of parameters are
developed to represent these decomposed components of GPR signatures, such as the symmetricity
between the left leg and the right leg in the same GPR signature, the apex depth, the apex horizontal
position, and the apex curvature. Meanwhile, these parameters serve as the prior knowledge to
help estimate the possible spatial configuration of the underground utilities, such as the horizontal
orientation or the vertical inclination of the buried pipes, the depth of the middle point of pipes,
and the offsets between the middle point of pipes and survey trajectory. Table 1 lists the key
parameters used to represent such causality between spatial configurations and generating GPR
signatures. By investigating the changing trends of the GPR signatures, such “spatial patterns” are
established to serve as the “expert” knowledge for the image processing, pattern reasoning, and
feature estimation.

Table 4.1 Parameters representing the causality between spatial configurations and generating
GPR signatures
Category

individual
pipe

between
pipes

GPR signature

Spatial configuration

Symmetricity

Horizontal orientation

Apex depth

Vertical inclination

Apex horizontal position

Depth of the middle point of pipe

Apex curvature

Offset between middle point of pipe and survey trajectory

Intersection

Parallel lines

Occlusion

Intersecting lines

Overlay

Skew lines
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Therefore, the utility attributes regarding the pipe’s orientations and dimensions can be
estimated by (1) retrieving the observed spatial patterns (SP) and (2) the hyperbola equation
established in the existing studies (Li et al. 2014; Shihab and Al-Nuaimy 2005). The possible
spatial configurations (SC) between the buried pipes and the field survey trajectories are estimated.
By comparing this spatial configuration with the ideal “perpendicular-to-pipe” scanning scenario,
the first difference is identified. Next, we adjust the GPR moving trajectory by 45° clockwise and
repeat the previous procedure to obtain a second difference. If the second difference is smaller than
the pre-defined threshold, we assume the moving trajectory is perpendicular to the buried pipes’
direction and suggest the GPR cart continues to collect data in the same direction. Otherwise, we
continue adjusting the moving trajectory of the GPR cart by 15° either clockwise or anticlockwise,
contingent upon which difference is smaller.

4.3

Validation

In this section, the proposed framework will be validated in two aspects: (1) the module for
mechanical control and wireless communication, and (2) the module for survey trajectory adjusting
and planning.
4.3.1 Validation for control and communication module
Since the GPR antenna provides the data port to connect RTK GPS to track the real-time
location of the cart movement, this subsection focuses on how to actuate GPR survey cart and
facilitate the data communication between the cart and the computing server. An android phone is
used as the computer server for validation purpose. Figure 4.3 shows the App user interface and
corresponding control/communicate units. Specifically, the App consists of three functional blocks.
The first block requests the user to set up the local network. A WIFI chip (ESP8266 ESP-12E
WIFI Development Board) is used in a WIFI signal covered environment to promote the
communication between the cart and the phone. The second block assists the surveyor to teleoperate the cart to an initial starting point for the survey. The motor chip (L298N Dual H Bridge
Stepper Motor Driver Board for Arduino) is installed, which receives the action commands from
the WIFI chip and then sends them to the motors. Subsequently the cart will be controlled manually
using the mobile phone as remote in Block 2 and collect the preliminary GPR scans. Based on the
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scanned images, the field engineer can press the AutoTrajectoryPlan button in Block 3 to adjust
the survey trajectory and to estimate the buried pipes’ orientation simultaneously. The picture on
the right in Figure 5 shows the prototype testing in the lab environment. The black tapes are used
to mimic the location and orientation of the buried pipes. A reduced scale prototype was used to
indicate the GPR survey cart. A Sharp infrared (IR) sensor was installed to mimic the GPR antenna
in collecting the field data. By pressing AutoTrajectoryPlan button, the cart moved slowly along
the black tapes automatically, which proves that feasibility of the proposed framework in
mechanical control and wireless communication. Since the decision-making protocol was
simplified in this validation, in the next subsection, the indoor experiments and field tests are
designed to validate the proposed decision-making protocol for GPR auto-trajectory planning.
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Figure 4.3 Prototype development for mechanical control and wireless communication
4.3.2 Validation for adjusting GPR survey trajectory
4.3.2.1 Indoor Experiments
To eliminate the interference from the inhomogeneous medium, e.g., soil, an indoor testbed is
set up to validate the proposed module for GPR survey trajectory adjusting and planning. Figure
4.4a is the demonstration of the designed testbed with coordinates and dimensions in the unit of
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meters. The antenna is located and moved in the plane of A1B1C1D1. The center of the metal pipe
(P2) is fixed at the center of the rectangular A2B2C2D2 when we change its angles in X, Y, Z
directions. P is the projected point of P2 on the ground. A series of horizontal angles are labeled
on the ground as well (see Figure 4.4c). Figure 4.4b is a photo for the real testbed, and the MALÅ
shield antenna with a central frequency of 800MHz is used in this experiment. Figure 4.4d is one
resulting GPR scanned image. Figure 6e lists the parameters for the antenna data collection - (i)
the moving speed of the electromagnetic wave in the air: 300 meters per microsecond, (ii) the total
length of time the electromagnetic wave is transmitted: 5.9 nanoseconds (0.94 meters, 80 samples),
and (iii) the distance interval of measured points: 0.010 meter.

(a)

3D view (unit: meter)
C1 (2.13, 1.82, 0.86)

D1 (0, 1.82, 0.86)

(b)
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A2 (0 ,0, 0.43)
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z
A (0, 0, 0)

(c)

D
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B2
C

P

x

B (2.13, 0, 0)

(d)

(e)

P2

45°
P
30°
15° 30°

Figure 4.4 Indoor experiment testbed setup and the antenna measurement setting
In the indoor experiment, one metal pipe is put horizontally in the plane of A2B2C2D2 with an
angle of 60° to IIIIIIIIII⃗
B' A' . The GPR antenna starts its initial survey along the trajectories in X-axis as
shown in Figure 4.5a and Y-axis in Figure 4.5b, and twelve resulting GPR scanned images after
trimmed are shown as (X-1) ~ (X-6) and (Y-1) ~ (Y-6). Since the pipe is not perpendicular or
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paralleled to the moving trajectory of the GPR antenna, the changing patterns of the decomposed
GPR signatures are observed from the above consecutive B-scans and described in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.5 Initial survey trajectories and resulting GPR scanned images
Table 4.2 The changing patterns of the decomposed GPR signatures in the initial survey
GPR
B-scans
signature patterns

(X-1)à (X-6)

(Y-1)à (Y-6)

(X-1 ~ X-6) vs.
(Y-1 ~ Y-6)

Systematicity

No change

No change

NA

Apex depth

No change

No change

Same

Apex horizontal
location

Shift to the left side

Shift to the right side

NA

Apex curvature

No change

No change

Bigger vs. smaller

It can be found in Table 4.2 that the two sets of consecutive GPR signatures shift from one side
to the other in the scanned images without any other changes regarding the patterns of
systematicity, apex depth or curvature. Based on the causal relationship, the corresponding spatial
relationship between the antenna moving trajectory and the buried pipe orientation can be
demonstrated in Figure 4.6:
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(i) a horizontal angle ë (0° ~ 45°) exists which is anticlockwise to the perpendicular subline yy of the antenna moving trajectory in (X-1) ~ (X-6), and
(ii) a horizontal angle í (45° ~ 90°) exists which is clockwise to the perpendicular subline x-x
of the antenna moving trajectory in (Y-1) ~ (Y-6).

…

D1 Y-1
X-6

Top view
…

x

"

Y-6

C1

y
!
x
y

X-1
A1

pipe centerline

B1

Figure 4.6 The corresponding spatial relationship between the antenna moving trajectory and the
buried pipe orientation for the initial survey

Based on the “spatial” patterns observed in the initial survey, we adjust the GPR moving
trajectory by 45° clockwise and repeat the above procedure to obtain the second “spatial” pattern.
The changing patterns of the decomposed GPR signatures after the first adjustment (Figure 4.7a
and Figure 4.7b) are listed in Table 4.3. In this table, the changes between the patterns in the initial
survey and first adjusted survey are also summarized.
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Figure 4.7 Adjusted survey trajectory and resulting GPR scanned images
Table 4.3 The changing patterns of the decomposed GPR signatures in the first adjusted
survey
GPR
B-scans
signature patterns

(X-1)à (X-6)

(Y-1)à (Y-6)

(X-1 ~ X-6) vs.
(Y-1 ~ Y-6)

Systematicity

No change

No change

NA

Apex depth

No change

No change

Same

Apex horizontal
location

Shift to left, with a
smaller distance than
initial survey

Shift to left

NA

Apex curvature

No change

No change, flatter
than initial survey

Bigger vs. smaller
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Figure 4.8 The corresponding spatial relationship between the antenna moving trajectory and the
buried pipe orientation after first adjustment

By matching the causal relationship in Chapter 2 and the bold changes in Table 4.3, a few
inferences can be made:
(i) the angle ë1 (0° ~ 45°) exists which is anticlockwise to the perpendicular subline y1-y1 of the
antenna moving trajectory in (X-1) ~ (X-6),
(ii) the angle í1 (45° ~ 90°) exists which is anticlockwise to the perpendicular subline x1-x1 of
the antenna moving trajectory in (Y-1) ~ (Y-6),
(iii) after the first adjustment, the scanning trajectory along the X-direction is closer to 90°, and
scanning trajectory along the Y-direction is closer to 0°.
Based on the “spatial” patterns observed after the first adjusted survey, we continue adjusting
the GPR moving trajectory by 15° anticlockwise and repeat the above procedure to obtain the third
“spatial” pattern. The changing patterns of the decomposed GPR signatures after the second
adjustment (Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9b) are listed in Table 4.4. In this table, the changes between
the patterns in the first and second adjusted survey are summarized.
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Figure 4.9 “Perpendicular-to-pipe” and “along-pipe” scanning and resulting GPR scanned
images

Table 4.4 The changing patterns of the decomposed GPR signatures in the first adjusted
survey
GPR
B-scans
signature patterns

(X-1)à (X-6)

(Y-1)à (Y-6)

(X-1 ~ X-6) vs.
(Y-1 ~ Y-6)

Systematicity

No change

Flat, no change

NA

Apex depth

No change

First turns to
NA
shallower then deeper

Apex horizontal
location

No change

Flat, no change

NA

Apex curvature

No change

Flat, no change

Bigger vs. zero

After the second adjustment of the survey trajectory, ten GPR scanned images are collected and
trimmed as shown in Figure 4.9. By comparing the GPR signatures in (X-1) ~ (X-5), it can be
found that there is no big difference regarding the hyperbola patterns of systematicity, apex depth,
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horizontal location or curvature; while comparing the GPR signatures in (Y-1) ~ (Y-5), it can be
found the signature patterns change to flat line which indicates the survey moving trajectory is
paralleled to the pipe orientation. Besides, the depth of the flat line patterns becomes shallower
from (Y-1) to (Y-3) and then moves deeper from (Y-3) to (Y-5), which indicates the survey line
first approaches the buried pipe and then away from the pipe. Meanwhile, the reflected signal of
the antenna becomes weaker when it moves away from the pipe. Therefore, the survey trajectory
adjustment can be stopped, and data collected in Figure 4.12 will be accepted as the final survey
data along the directions of “Perpendicular-to-pipe” and “along-pipe” scanning, which can yield
the highest detectability and accuracy.

4.3.2.2 Field Experiments
An outdoor experiment was setup at campus to validate the proposed module for survey
trajectory adjusting and planning. Figure 4.10 shows one example to validate the proposed survey
trajectory adjustment protocol. In the first step, an initial survey is implemented to collect a few
GPR scans in two perpendicular directions (see the two photos in the left side of Figure 4.10). It
can be observed the horizontal location of the apex shifts from the left side of the scan image to its
right side. Based on the causal relationship SP #1~5 and #10~13, the decision-making protocol
sends out the command to the cart to adjust survey trajectory by anti-clock rotating 45°.
1

!
1
2
3
4

1
2
3

3

4

apex horizontal location shifts to the right side

1

! + 90°

2

2

3

4

apex horizontal location shifts to the right side

4

Figure 4.10 The initial survey in two perpendicular directions and GPR scan images
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Figure 4.11 shows the adjusted survey directions and collected new set of GPR scans. By
removing the background noise from inhomogeneous soil and moisture, it can be observed the
direction in the angle of ë+45° has relatively flat GPR signature in the three scan images, while in
the direction of ë+135°, the GPR hyperbola shapes are very obvious and the horizontal location
of the apex does not change. Based on the causal relationship SP #1~5 and #10~13, the decisionmaking protocol sends out the command to stop adjusting survey trajectory and assumes these are
the two directions to ensure the “parallel-to-scan” and “perpendicular-to-scan” survey trajectories.
1
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3

2

GPR signatures become flat
1 2
! + 135°

1
2
3

3

1

2

3

GPR hyperbola shapes become obvious, and the
horizontal location of the apex does not change.

Figure 4.11 The adjusted survey in two perpendicular directions and GPR scan images

4.4

Research Contributions, Discussions, and Future Work

Overall, the proposed auto survey framework is capable of integrating the existing GPR data
processing achievements to automate the entire process - GPR field survey design and data
collection, GPR signal pre-processing, GPR signature extraction, and attribute estimation of buried
objects in real practice in an efficient and intelligent manner. The proposed decision framework
employs the causal relationship into the real field GPR survey to ensure the collection of highquality GPR survey data at the very beginning. The automated GPR survey system also shows
great potential to improve the survey efficiency, especially for large-scale field survey.
Currently, the experiments only focus on the validation purposes, and the auto control module
and the auto trajectory planning and adjusting module are validated separately. In the future,
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various scenarios of buried utilities are expected to be tested to improve the sound and intelligence
level of this auto-survey framework. Future work includes but not limited to:
(1) the development of the prototype GPR cart for field survey testing,
(2) embedded micro-computer standalone mode without wireless computer server support,
and
(3) close-surface UAV mode to avoid rough surface disturbance.

4.5

Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, an intellectual GPR survey framework has been proposed to automate the
process of GPR trajectory planning and data collection. A prototype of automated GPR survey cart
was developed, which can adjust GPR survey trajectory in real-time based on the collected field
data and the intrinsic causal relationship between underground utilities and their GPR signatures
in the scanned images. The indoor and outdoor experiments validate the feasibility of this autosurvey system. The results show that the proposed automated adaptive trajectory planning
approach is capable to incorporate the “expert” knowledge to analyze the patterns from the
extracted GPR signatures, and meanwhile by adjusting the survey trajectory, more accurate data
can be obtained in an intelligent and automated manner, which benefits the accurate mapping of
underground utilities.
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CHAPTER 5. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL AUGMENTED REALITY FOR
MAPPING UNDERGROUND UTILITIES

In this chapter, a visualization platform is developed to represent the multi-dimensional
information (e.g., geo-location, spatial configuration, material properties of buried pipes) retrieved
from GPR survey and other sources for mapping underground utilities.

5.1

Introduction

The management of underground infrastructure is of major interest as it provides essential
utility services of modern civilization. Many civil infrastructure engineering tasks require
accessing geospatial data in field and reference the stored information to the real-world situation.
The geographic information system (GIS) has been successfully implanted into portable devices,
and the field engineers can get access to the geospatial data from construction sites (Schall et al.
2009). As one of the new generation GNSS receivers, Asteri X3 paired with Tri-Global’s UtiliPad
is capable of providing the field engineers with centimeter level accuracy (Asteri 2016).
Augmented Reality (AR) blend virtual and physical objects based on the uniform geospatial
reference system, which enables the field engineers to visualize, create, edit and update asconstructed information to as-designed or as-planned (Behzadan et al. 2015). One solution is – I
used this location-based approach in this study.
In excavation activities, the workers cannot see the hidden buried utilities. AR is a great tool to
provide the spatial awareness and avoid the accidental utility strikes. In the past ten years, many
research studies have been applying location-based AR technology in excavating and maintaining
existing underground pipes (Li et al. 2018; Schall et al. 2013; Stylianidis et al. 2016; Talmaki et
al. 2010; Zollmann et al. 2014). In recent five years, as AR technology becomes more and more
practical, many companies deploy several promising location-based AR systems and mobile
applications to assist underground assets management and have been successfully used by utility
companies, stakeholders, and community residents, such as Meemim’s vGIS, Bentley’s research
center, Augview, Arcgis, etc. However, there is still space for improvement in the following three
aspects:
(1) the unstable dynamic tracking of pipes in markerless environment causes visual fatigue;
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(2) the missing depth cues (e.g., relative size, occlusion, shadows) affect the quality of
visual integration of the physical objects and virtual pipes underneath; and
(3) the indirect way to differentiate materials of pipes in either color-labeled or rendering
mode.
To address these limitations, an AR platform is presented in this chapter to map and label multidimensional features (e.g., geo-location, spatial configuration, material types) of buried utilities in
a single visualization context.

5.2

Methodology and demonstration

Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the proposed method to map and label multi-dimensional
information of underground utilities, which consists of three modules, i.e., Module 1 - location
perception (5.2.1), Module 2 - depth perception (5.2.2), and Module 3 - material perception (5.2.3).
The data retrieval is supported by a cloud-based GIS database. The first module geo-registers the
virtual objects in the real world with a local stabilization mechanism to avoid the virtual objects
“floating” and viewers’ visual fatigue. The second module creates a planar “portal hole” with
underground pipes to provide a good depth perception and immersive experience in augmented
reality. The third module establishes the material texture and rendering functions for typical
materials of pipes in a realistic and “what you see is what you understand” manner. Details of each
module are explained in Section 5.2.1 ~ Section 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.1 Framework of multi-dimensional AR for mapping underground utilities

5.2.1 Module 1 - Location perception
There are various approaches for registering visual augmentation of the scene. Overall, they
can be classified into two categories: fiducial marker/object recognition and markerless
localization.
Fiducial marker/object recognition approach provides augmented information related to the
recognizable markers when users see such fiducial marker or object. For instance, the pre-trained
marker is used to recall the AR object display due to the low computation power requirements and
their robustness (Koch et al. 2014). Computer vision algorithms have been used to help detect and
track specific objects from images or video clips and based on which to initialize the projection of
virtual objects onto the view of the real scene (Wang et al. 2014).
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Markerless localization collects information of the camera/viewer’s pose and the positions of
both virtual objects and physical scenes, which enables the aligned projection of any virtual object
into the image that the user is viewing at the location in the 3D scene. For instance, to improve the
location-based alignment efficiency, Paucher and Turk (2010) confined the searching area into a
local range with a limited field of view (FOV) as illustrated in Figure 5.2, while Li et al. (2018)
applied the Beidou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) and simultaneous location and mapping
(SLAM) technology to achieve real-time location-based rendering of urban underground pipelines.

Figure 5.2 Local data retrieval and calibration (Paucher and Turk 2010)
As the processing unit upgrade and multi-sensor integration in mobile devices, the real-time or
near real-time localization in AR can be achieved using only mobile devices. Many promising AR
SDKs available for mobile App developers, such as Apple’s ARKit, Google’s ARCore, Vuforia,
Wikitude, have integrated the above two types of approaches to make their AR applications robust
in both indoor and outdoor environment. Considering that most working scenarios for underground
utilities are dynamically changed under the outdoor environment, such as excavation, the
stabilization mechanism for the markerless localization is needed. In the remaining of this subsection, technical details aiming to address the stabilization issue in this study are explained.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, both device-embedded and environment-distributed sensor data are
collected to estimate the location and the posture of the cameras and environmental topographic
map, which include but not limited to high-accuracy GPS, wifi, Bluetooth, beacon, accelerometer,
magnetometer, and rotation sensor. Generally, the camera/viewer’s pose can be determined by six
degrees of freedom (DOFs) data, X, Y, Z translation and rotation in Cartesian coordinate system.
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The 3D location can be determined by latitude, longitude and height (altitude has lower accuracy,
usually the height can be obtained from local positioning sensing tracking and photogrammetry
measurement). Both location and posture are continuously tracked by Vision-Inertial Odometry
(VIO) algorithm (Kneip et al. 2011; Nistér et al. 2004; Oskiper et al. 2011). Meanwhile, the
camera’s field-of-view and visible range determine the view frustum, which is used to cull the
view outside the frustum and keep the interior view visible. The topographic map can be generated
by the topographical surveys or 3D reconstruction from the point cloud. The demo is tested using
Mapbox Unity SDK + ARKit to stabilize the real-time alignment of the physical objects and virtual
pipes on the screen of the mobile device. Key functions and the descriptions are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Key functions and description for stabilizing location-based AR
Function name
LocationProvider

Description
build the map
align the map to the AR camera (posture and GPS
SimpleAutomaticSynchronizationContext
location) in the world coordinate
manipulate a root transform so that it appears to be
OnAlignmentAvailable
aligned with the AR camera.
control the drift error during VIO tracking by
SimpleAutomaticSynchronizationContext
referring to GPS location at certain time intervals
compute the bias based on GPS accuracy and AR
UseAutomaticSynchronizationBias
trust range
compensate for drift using location data, only used
SynchronizationBias
if not using UseAutomaticSynchronizationBias
the minimum distance that both GPS and AR shift
vectors must differ before new nodes can be
MinimumDeltaDistance
added, which prevents micromovements in AR
from being registered if GPS is bouncing around.
the radius for trustable ARKit's positional
ArTrustRange
tracking, relative to the last alignment.
AddSynchronizationNodes (Location
a synchronization node as a comparison of ARKit
gpsNode, Vector3 arNode)
and location data to measure the alignment
To sum up, the stabilization mechanism can be achieved from the following three aspects. First,
instead of using the in-built GPS in mobile device (accuracy can reach 2 meters), the real-time
geolocation data is provided by Pusher hosted API (Pusher 2018) from either ambient high
accuracy surveying sensors or photogrammetry measurements with accuracy up to centimeter level.
Second, the local plane detection for AR is applied once the neighboring objects are searched.
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Third, VIO SLAM tracking algorithm is used to make up for the shift error caused by the camera’s
movement.

5.2.2 Module 2 – Depth Perception
Depth perception is the visual ability to perceive the world in 3D and the distance of an object.
Depth perception arises from a variety of depth cures, such as relative size, motion, perspective,
occlusion, lighting and shading (Goldstein and Brockmole 2016; Howard and Rogers 2002). The
missing depth cues in AR affect the human perception regarding the real-world depth of virtual
objects, especially for the application domains which require accurate depth awareness (Diaz et al.
2017), such as heart surgery, gas line excavation and mine field battle.
In computer vision, rendering techniques, including surface and volume rendering or shading,
are well-known approaches to depth perception. Initially, shading with surface rendering was used
to perceive depth information (Calhoun et al. 1999; Mingolla and Todd 1986). For instance,
Feuerstein et al. (2005) developed an AR system to determine optimal port placement in robotassisted heart surgery. They used volume rendering to show the heart, ribs, and fiducial markers
in AR and virtual reality (VR). Since depth perception problems in medical AR were first described
by Bajura et al. (Bajura et al. 1992), various techniques, such as controlling the lighting, shading,
focusing, and stereoscopic vision, have been applied to AR systems to improve depth perception
(Azuma et al. 2001; Kersten et al. 2006; Kruijff et al. 2010). Although the volume-rendering
technique was preferred in terms of depth perception, it resulted in slow visualization. Due to the
latency problem, Sielhorst et al. (2006) suggested that surface-rendering techniques were better
for AR.
Other than rendering techniques, Wither and Hollerer (2005) suggested three pictorial depth
cues that used color-encoded markers, the top-down view, and shadow walls. Zollmann et al. (2014)
applied image-based X-ray visualization techniques for spatial understanding in outdoor
augmented reality. Although many compelling and interesting applications applied X-ray
rendering in AR, however, they do not provide perceptual equivalent in the real world.
Stereoscopy or eye tracking is another technical research track for depth perception.
Stereovision and 3D display devices, such as head-mounted displays (HMDs), have also been used
in surgical navigation to improve the impressions of spatial relationships (Bichlmeier et al. 2007;
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King et al. 2000; Maurer et al. 2001). Cidota et al. (2016) used visual effects to facilitate depth
perception for spatial tasks in VR and AR. Swan (2017) measure depth perception in near-field
AR. Considering the real-time performance and the consistent visual effect as humans’ visual
perception system, this subsection follows this research trend, and uses a depth mask to enhance
the depth perception in AR. Take the excavation task as an example. The excavating boundary is
captured using ambient vision sensors in a fixed time interval and serves as the input of the depth
mask shader. This mask occludes the geometry behind it and meanwhile hides everything that
renders inside of it. Figure 5.3 shows an example of the depth mask renderer with a 3D cubic inner
box to hold the buried pipes and a 2D curve to describe the excavating boundary. Figure 5.4 is a
mobile app demonstration for this depth perception which is placed on top of a drain hole.

virtual hole and
excavating
boundary

virtual buried pipe

3D cubic box

Figure 5.3 Depth mask renderer with a 3D inner hole
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Figure 5.4 Mobile app demonstration for depth perception

5.2.3 Module 3 - Material perception
Material perception of objects and scenes in physical world by human brains is fast and flexible
(Sharan et al. 2009). The rendering algorithms in computer graphics simulate and model the
appearance of various materials to create realistic visual effects to assist human perception of
materials from the images. The input is usually a complex mixture of different sources of physical
variation that the brain must somehow disentangle to recover the intrinsic properties of the material
perception in the physical world, such as color, texture, surface roughness, light reflectivity and
transmission (Anderson 2011; Hughes et al. 2014).
In augmented reality, most existing studies and applications in mapping underground utilities
color-labeled different types of pipes (Behzadan et al. 2015; Li et al. 2018; Schall et al. 2010;
Schall et al. 2013; Stylianidis et al. 2016; Zollmann et al. 2014), which lacks a unified and realistic
perception of material associated with the pipes. It is expected that the viewers can recognize and
differentiate the material properties without any customized legends in color in a realistic and
“what you see is what you understand” manner.
A three-step approach is proposed in this subsection, which applies the pre-defined material
renderer to the 3D geometric models of the pipelines. First, the material and geometric properties
are retrieved from the detected geo-registered pipelines, and the qualitative properties related to
the material and geometry features are derived, which include surface normal vectors, color of the
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materials, reflectivity and roughness of the surface, etc. Second, the qualitative properties are
matched with the quantitative parametric models in the material renderer library. Third, the
combination of the matched set of parameters are used for texturing and shading the detected pipes
in AR. Figure 5.5 shows the demo with a metal pipe and a PVC pipe in mobile device after
attaching the material perception to the result in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.5 Mobile app demonstration for material perception from two different viewpoints

5.3

Summary and conclusions

Augmented Reality (AR) enables field engineers to see invisible buried utilities in the physical
world to improve the safe excavation, data sharing and community services. Current AR platform
is limited to visualize multiform information of buried utilities retrieved from GPR data, i.e., the
platform only superposes the virtual geometric layer of detected utilities and the virtual note layer
of textual information onto the real scenario. Without looking at the text notes, it is very confused
for human to determine the spatial relationship between the virtual pipes and the real ground image
purely relying on the visual representations.
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The proposed approach enables the multi-dimensional information retrieval from GPR and
other utility detecting devices for mapping underground utilities in an illusion-free manner, which
maximizes the value of communicating, managing and sharing underground utilities information
among engineers, designers, stakeholders and communities. Specifically,
(1) it implements the local stabilization mechanism for location-based AR to enhance the
stability of the overlay between virtual images and real environment.
(2) it applies the depth mask to enhance the depth perception for mapping underground utilities
in AR platform.
(3) it establishes a library for material renderers to the 3D geometric models of the pipes.
Viewers can recognize and differentiate the material properties in a realistic and “what you see is
what you understand” manner.
Future work includes integrating more portable wearable sensors to the equipment or ambient
environment to enhance the interactive communication between mixed reality and physical jobs
on construction sites.
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY

This study designs a novel approach to automate the whole process of surveying, detecting,
locating, characterizing, and mapping underground utilities from multiple transformed signatures
using GPR system.
Chapter One of the dissertation is devoted to providing a succinct overview of the key concepts,
research limitations, and practical challenges that underpin the identified knowledge gaps, my
research significance and thereby the research objectives.
Chapter Two of the dissertation contributes to create a new algorithm to detect and decompose
GPR signatures in 2D profiles of GPR scans (e.g., occluded or intersecting hyperbolas). The
algorithm exhibits the ability to provide all the essential information needed for determining the
complex spatial configuration of pipes in a congested area. Specifically, it has at least two
outstanding merits: (1) there is no need for an initial guess of the number of hyperbolas, and (2) it
is capable of not only detecting the number of hyperbolas, but also decomposing individual
hyperbolas into rising leg, apex, and trailing leg, as well as the intersections between neighboring
connected hyperbolas.
Chapter Three of the dissertation investigated the causal relationship between congested
underground utilities and their interfered GPR signatures in the scanned images. “Spatial patterns”
are extracted in the forms of eight characteristic parameters, four of which can determine the spatial
configuration of underground utilities, and the other four of which can represent the geometrical
of the GPR signatures in scanned images. The causal relationship serves as the “expert” knowledge
in understanding spatial pattern and estimating spatial configuration.
Chapter Four of the dissertation proposed an intellectual GPR survey framework aiming to
automate the process of GPR trajectory planning and data collection. A prototype of automated
GPR survey cart is developed, which can adjust GPR survey trajectory in real-time based on the
collected field data and the intrinsic causal relationship between underground utilities and their
GPR signatures in the scanned images. This intelligent survey framework enables the systematic
integration of the research outcomes from the previous two tasks as well as the existing GPR data
processing achievements from other researchers, which has great potential to automate the entire
process of GPR field survey design and data collection, GPR signal pre-processing, GPR signature
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extraction, and attribute estimation of buried objects in real practice in an efficient and intelligent
manner.
Chapter Five of the dissertation proposes a visualization platform to intuitively represent the
multi-dimensional information retrieved from GPR for mapping underground utilities, which
include geo-location, spatial configuration, material properties of the GPR data. I have addressed
the limitations in three modules to enhance observers’ location perception, depth perception and
material perception. Specifically, the first module geo-registers the virtual objects in the real world
with a local stabilization mechanism to avoid the virtual objects “floating” and viewers’ visual
fatigue. The second module creates a planar “portal hole” with underground pipes to provide a
good depth perception and immersive experience in augmented reality. The third module
establishes the material texture and rendering functions for typical materials of pipes in a realistic
and “what you see is what you understand” manner.
Along the line of this dissertation, there are a number of interesting research directions for future
research. In Chapter Two, I will continue to work on incorporating conic fitting algorithms to
calculate the hyperbola equations based on the detection and decomposed hyperbolas.
In Chapter Three, I have only investigated the causal relationship between spatial
configurations of underground utilities and survey trajectory. It is worthwhile to investigate other
types of the causalities from the utility geometrical shapes, dimensions, material conductivities,
moisture of soil, as well as the causality from the combination of more than one factor. Further, I
expect that a Bayesian’s rule-based approach using Artificial Neural Networks can be established
in future study to automate this reasoning process to generate more complicated, implicit causality
to assist the GPR data interpretation and utility attribute estimation.
In Chapter Four, various scenarios of buried utilities are expected to be tested to improve the
robust and intelligence level of this auto-survey framework. Future work also includes but not
limited to:
(1) the development of the prototype GPR cart for field survey testing,
(2) embedded micro-computer standalone mode without wireless computer server support,
and
(3) close-surface UAV mode to avoid rough surface disturbance.
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In Chapter Five, the study is only discussed about popular AR technologies for visualization.
In the future, more portable wearable sensors can be equipped by equipment and ambient
environment to enhance the interactive communication between mixed reality and physical jobs
on construction sites.
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APPENDIX A. CODE

Python Code for Chapter 2
#!/usr/bin/env python2
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Thu Apr 27 12:07:51 2017
@author: chenxiyuan
"""
import numpy as np
import cv2
from PIL import Image
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.patches as patches
import matplotlib.path as path
"""convert grayscale edge img to binary edge image with either 0 or 1"""
img = cv2.imread('/Users/chenxiyuan/Desktop/Trace01_edge.png', 0)
ret, b_img = cv2.threshold(img,0,255,cv2.THRESH_BINARY + cv2.THRESH_OTSU)
height, width = b_img.shape
#print "np.unique(binary image):", np.unique(b_img)
#myImage = Image.fromarray(b_img)
#myImage.show()
b_img[b_img == 255] = 1
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#kernel = np.ones((3,3),np.uint8)
#dilation = cv2.dilate(b_img,kernel,iterations =1)
#
#b_img = dilation
"""check nearby five pixels of one droplet"""
#def get_nearby_pixel_val(image, cx, cy, j):
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

# cx - row; cy - column

if j == 1:
return 0 if image[cx + 1, cy - 1] == 0 else 1
if j == 2:
return 0 if image[cx + 1, cy] == 0 else 1
if j == 3:
return 0 if image[cx + 1, cy + 1] == 0 else 1
if j == 4:
return 0 if image[cx, cy + 1] == 0 else 1
if j == 5:
return 0 if image[cx, cy - 1] == 0 else 1
else:
raise Exception("what you request is out of nearby range")

"""consider the big droplets, and check the nearby several 2b+1 pixels"""
b = 10; #the width of big droplet is 2*b+1
def get_nearby_pixel_val(image, cx, cy, j):
if j == 4:
right = cy + b + 1
if right >= width - 1:
right = width - 1
return 0 if image[cx, right] == 0 else 1

# cx - row; cy - column
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if j == 5:
left = cy - b - 1
if left <= 0:
left = 0
return 0 if image[cx, left] == 0 else 1
if j == 1 or j == 2 or j == 3:
start = cy - b + j - 2
end = cy + b + j - 2
if start <= 0:
start = 0
if end >= width -1:
end = width - 1
blackNum = 0
whiteNum = 0
for i in range(start, end + 1):
if image[cx + 1, i] == 0:
whiteNum += 1
else:
blackNum += 1
return 0 if blackNum == 0 else 1
else:
raise Exception("what you request is out of nearby range")
"""look for starting point to begin water drop using sweep line alg"""
#start_p = [28,300]
start_p = [560,0]
#start_p = [51,122]
apex_L = 1

# [column,row]
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"""drop flow trace"""
left_limit = 0
right_limit = width - 1
end_route = []
#print "current starting point is: %d %d" % start_p
cur_p = [start_p[0],start_p[1]]

# [column, row]

last_p = cur_p
end_route.append(cur_p)
while cur_p[1] < (height - 1):
sum_n = 0
maxW = 0 # max Z_j*W_j
nextX = cur_p[0]
nextY = cur_p[1]
for i in range(1, 6):
curW = (1 - get_nearby_pixel_val(b_img, cur_p[1], cur_p[0], i)) * (6 - i)
sum_n += curW
if maxW < curW:
maxW = curW
# if all black, move according to its inertia in previous step
if sum_n == 0:
maxW = 4
# if all white, drop vertically
if sum_n == 15:
maxW = 6
if maxW == 1:
nextX = cur_p[0] - 1
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nextY = cur_p[1]
elif maxW == 2 and apex_L == False:
nextX = cur_p[0] + 1
nextY = cur_p[1]
elif maxW == 2 and apex_L == True:
nextX = cur_p[0] - 1
nextY = cur_p[1]
elif maxW == 3:
nextX = cur_p[0] + 1
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
elif maxW == 5:
nextX = cur_p[0] - 1
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
elif maxW == 6:
nextX = cur_p[0]
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
elif maxW == 4:
if nextX > cur_p[0]: # have right inertia
nextX = cur_p[0] + 1
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
if nextX < cur_p[0]: # have left inertia
nextX = cur_p[0]
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
if sum_n == 0:

# sum = 0

nextX = cur_p[0]
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
else:
raise Exception("get a wrong maxW, plz check!")
# if repeated movement
if last_p[0] == nextX and last_p[1] == nextY:
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if nextX < cur_p[0]: # left side is repeated, thus move to right-down
maxW = 5
nextX = cur_p[0] - 1
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
else:

# right side is repeated, thus move to left-down

maxW = 3
nextX = cur_p[0] + 1
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
last_p = cur_p
if nextX > right_limit:
nextX = right_limit
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
if nextX < left_limit:
nextX = left_limit
nextY = cur_p[1] + 1
cur_p = [nextX, nextY]
end_route.append(cur_p)
#for i in range(0,len(end_route)):
#

end_route[i][1] -= 27

route = path.Path(end_route)
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.imshow(b_img, cmap=plt.get_cmap('gray'), vmin=0, vmax=1)
patch = patches.PathPatch(route, linewidth = 1, edgecolor = 'r', facecolor = 'none')
ax.add_patch(patch)
plt.show()
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"""flow trend and corresponding feature segments"""
#"""drop flow segmentation"""
#
#for y in range(height):
#

start_route.append((0, y))

#

end_route = self._get_end_route(image, start_x, height)

#

filter_end_route = [max(list(k)) for _, k in groupby(end_route, lambda x: x[1])]

#

img1 = self._do_split(image, start_route, filter_end_route)

#

img1 = img1.crop((self._get_black_border(img1)))

#

start_route = map(lambda x: (x[0] + 1, x[1]), filter_end_route)

#

end_route = []

#

for y in range(height):

#

end_route.append((width - 1, y))

#

img2 = self._do_split(image, start_route, end_route)

#

img2 = img2.crop((self._get_black_border(img2)))

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#!/usr/bin/env python2
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed May 17 09:21:48 2017
@author: chenxiyuan
"""
"""drop location for segmentation of multiple hyperbolas"""
def droplocseg(img,height,width):
gap = 10
droplocseg = []
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do_loop = True
for cx in range(height):
if do_loop == False:
break
count = 0
for cy in range(width):
if img[cx, cy] == 1 and img[cx, cy + 1] == 0:
for i in range(width - cy - 1):
if img[cx, cy + 1 + i] == 0:
count = count + 1
if count >= gap and count < width - cy - 1:
droplocseg.append((cx, cy + 1))
do_loop = False
return droplocseg[0]
"""drop location for decomposition of individual hyperbolas"""
def droplocdec(img,height,width):
length = width/3
apex_start = []
apex_end = []
apex_L = True
do_loop = True
for cx in range(height):
if do_loop == False:
break
count = 0
for cy in range(width):
if b_img[cx, cy] == 1 and b_img[cx, cy + 1] == 0:
for i in range(width - cy - 1):
if b_img[cx, cy + 1 + i] == 0:
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count = count + 1
if count <= width/3 and count < width - cy - 1:
droplocseg.append((cx, cy + 1))
do_loop = False
return apex_start, apex_end
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#!/usr/bin/env python2
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Wed May 17 09:30:36 2017
@author: chenxiyuan
"""
"""check nearby five pixels of big droplets, and check the nearby several 2b+1 pixels"""
def get_nearby_pixel_val(image, cx, cy, j):
b = 1; #the width of big droplet is 2*b+1
if j == 4:
right = cy + b + 1
if right >= image.shape[1] - 1:
right = image.shape[1] - 1
return 0 if image[cx, right] == 0 else 1
if j == 5:
left = cy - b - 1
if left <= 0:

# cx - row; cy - column
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left = 0
return 0 if image[cx, left] == 0 else 1
if j == 1 or j == 2 or j == 3:
start = cy - b + j - 2
end = cy + b + j - 2
if start <= 0:
start = 0
if end >= image.shape[1] -1:
end = image.shape[1] - 1
blackNum = 0
whiteNum = 0
for i in range(start, end + 1):
if image[cx + 1, i] == 0:
whiteNum += 1
else:
blackNum += 1
return 0 if blackNum == 0 else 1
else:
raise Exception("what you request is out of nearby range")

GprMax Code for Chapter 2
#title: B-scan from a metal cylinder buried in a dielectric half-space
#domain: 1.20 0.30 0.002
#dx_dy_dz: 0.002 0.002 0.002
#time_window: 36e-9
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#material: 6 0 1 0 half_space
#material: 2 0 1 0 pvc
material: 3 0 1 0 dry_sand
#material: 12 0 1 0 clay
material: 20 0 1 0 wet_sand
material: 3.5 0.01 1 0 bakelite
material: 6 0.01 1 0 rubber
material: 81 0 1 0 water
#material: 6 0 1 0 concrete
#waveform: ricker 1 1.5e9 my_ricker
#hertzian_dipole: z 0.040 0.260 0 my_ricker
#rx: 0.080 0.260 0
#src_steps: 0.002 0 0
#rx_steps: 0.002 0 0
#box: 0 0 0 1.20 0.260 0.002 clay
#cylinder: 0.280 0.170 0 0.280 0.170 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.280 0.170 0 0.280 0.170 0.002 0.008 free_space
#cylinder: 0.340 0.190 0 0.340 0.190 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.340 0.190 0 0.340 0.190 0.002 0.008 free_space
#cylinder: 0.340 0.150 0 0.340 0.150 0.002 0.008 pec
#cylinder: 0.340 0.150 0 0.340 0.150 0.002 0.006 free_space
#cylinder: 0.440 0.170 0 0.440 0.170 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.440 0.170 0 0.440 0.170 0.002 0.010 free_space
#cylinder: 0.480 0.170 0 0.480 0.170 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.480 0.170 0 0.480 0.170 0.002 0.010 free_space
#cylinder: 0.560 0.210 0 0.560 0.210 0.002 0.012 pec
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#cylinder: 0.560 0.210 0 0.560 0.210 0.002 0.010 free_space
#cylinder: 0.560 0.170 0 0.560 0.170 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.560 0.170 0 0.560 0.170 0.002 0.010 free_space
#cylinder: 0.680 0.190 0 0.680 0.190 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.680 0.190 0 0.680 0.190 0.002 0.010 free_space
#cylinder: 0.720 0.150 0 0.720 0.150 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.720 0.150 0 0.720 0.150 0.002 0.010 free_space
#cylinder: 0.760 0.190 0 0.760 0.190 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.760 0.190 0 0.760 0.190 0.002 0.010 free_space
#cylinder: 0.900 0.190 0 0.900 0.190 0.002 0.020 concrete
#cylinder: 0.900 0.190 0 0.900 0.190 0.002 0.016 free_space
#cylinder: 0.860 0.150 0 0.860 0.150 0.002 0.012 pec
#cylinder: 0.860 0.150 0 0.860 0.150 0.002 0.010 free_space
#cylinder: 0.940 0.150 0 0.940 0.150 0.002 0.008 pvc
#cylinder: 0.940 0.150 0 0.940 0.150 0.002 0.006 free_space
geometry_view: 0 0 0 1.2 0.300 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 cylinder_Bscan_2D n

Matlab Code for Chapter 3 – one pipe
% returns the closest distance from p to a line segment determined by A to B
% vector from A to B
AB = (B-A);
% squared distance from A to B
AB_squared = dot(AB,AB);
% vector from A to p
Ap = (p-A);
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% Consider the line extending the segment, parameterized as A + t (B - A)
% find projection of point p onto the line
% It falls where t = [(p-A) . (B-A)] / |B-A|^2
t = dot(Ap,AB)./AB_squared;
%% if we consider "Before" A and "After" B scenarios,
for i = 1:1:length(t)
if (t(i) < 0.0) % "Before" A on the line, just return A
q(:,i) = A(:,i);
else if (t(i) > 1.0) % "After" B on the line, just return B
q(:,i) = B(:,i);
else % projection lines "inbetween" A and B on the line
q(:,i) = A(:,i) + t(i)* AB(:,i);
end
end
end
%% if we don't consider "Before" A and "After" B scenarios,
for i = 1:1:length(t)
q(:,i) = A(:,i) + t(i)* AB(:,i);
end

Arduino Code for Chapter 4 – wifi connection
#include <ESP8266WiFi.h>
WiFiClient client;
WiFiServer server(80);
const char* ssid = "LCIII_B147";
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const char* password = "********";
void setup()
{
Serial.begin(115200);
connectWiFi();
server.begin();
}
void loop()
{
}
void connectWiFi()
{
Serial.println("Connecting to WIFI");
WiFi.begin(ssid, password);
while ((!(WiFi.status() == WL_CONNECTED)))
{
delay(300);
Serial.print("..");
}
Serial.println("");
Serial.println("WiFi connected");
Serial.println("NodeMCU Local IP is : ");
Serial.print((WiFi.localIP()));
}
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Arduino Code for Chapter 4 – motor control
/* data received from application */
String data ="";
/* define L298N motor control pins */
int leftMotorForward = 2;

/* GPIO2(D4) -> IN3 */

int rightMotorForward = 15; /* GPIO15(D8) -> IN1 */
int leftMotorBackward = 0; /* GPIO0(D3) -> IN4 */
int rightMotorBackward = 13; /* GPIO13(D7) -> IN2 */

/* define L298N or L293D enable pins */
int rightMotorENB = 14; /* GPIO14(D5) -> Motor-A Enable */
int leftMotorENB = 12; /* GPIO12(D6) -> Motor-B Enable */
void setup()
{
/* initialize motor control pins as output */
pinMode(leftMotorForward, OUTPUT);
pinMode(rightMotorForward, OUTPUT);
pinMode(leftMotorBackward, OUTPUT);
pinMode(rightMotorBackward, OUTPUT);
/* initialize motor enable pins as output */
pinMode(leftMotorENB, OUTPUT);
pinMode(rightMotorENB, OUTPUT);
/* start server communication */
server.begin();
}
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void loop()
{
/* If the server available, run the "checkClient" function */
client = server.available();
if (!client) return;
data = checkClient ();
/******* Run function according to incoming data from application *******/
/* If the incoming data is "forward", run the "MotorForward" function */
if (data == "forward") MotorForward();
/* If the incoming data is "backward", run the "MotorBackward" function */
else if (data == "backward") MotorBackward();
/* If the incoming data is "left", run the "TurnLeft" function */
else if (data == "left") TurnLeft();
/* If the incoming data is "right", run the "TurnRight" function */
else if (data == "right") TurnRight();
/* If the incoming data is "stop", run the "MotorStop" function */
else if (data == "stop") MotorStop();
}
/*********** FORWARD *******************************/
void MotorForward(void)
{
digitalWrite(leftMotorENB,HIGH);
digitalWrite(rightMotorENB,HIGH);
digitalWrite(leftMotorForward,HIGH);
digitalWrite(rightMotorForward,HIGH);
digitalWrite(leftMotorBackward,LOW);
digitalWrite(rightMotorBackward,LOW);
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}
/*************** BACKWARD *************************/
void MotorBackward(void)
{
digitalWrite(leftMotorENB,HIGH);
digitalWrite(rightMotorENB,HIGH);
digitalWrite(leftMotorBackward,HIGH);
digitalWrite(rightMotorBackward,HIGH);
digitalWrite(leftMotorForward,LOW);
digitalWrite(rightMotorForward,LOW);
}
/********************* TURN LEFT ****************/
void TurnLeft(void)
{
digitalWrite(leftMotorENB,HIGH);
digitalWrite(rightMotorENB,HIGH);
digitalWrite(leftMotorForward,LOW);
digitalWrite(rightMotorForward,HIGH);
digitalWrite(rightMotorBackward,LOW);
digitalWrite(leftMotorBackward,HIGH);
}
/****************************TURN RIGHT**********************/
void TurnRight(void)
{
digitalWrite(leftMotorENB,HIGH);
digitalWrite(rightMotorENB,HIGH);
digitalWrite(leftMotorForward,HIGH);
digitalWrite(rightMotorForward,LOW);
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digitalWrite(rightMotorBackward,HIGH);
digitalWrite(leftMotorBackward,LOW);
}
/*************** STOP **************************/
void MotorStop(void)
{
digitalWrite(leftMotorENB,LOW);
digitalWrite(rightMotorENB,LOW);
digitalWrite(leftMotorForward,LOW);
digitalWrite(leftMotorBackward,LOW);
digitalWrite(rightMotorForward,LOW);
digitalWrite(rightMotorBackward,LOW);
}
/******* RECEIVE DATA FROM the APP **********************/
String checkClient (void)
{
while(!client.available()) delay(1);
String request = client.readStringUntil('\r');
request.remove(0, 5);
request.remove(request.length()-9,9);
return request;
}
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a mobile device App prototype, which could leverage the existing construction inspection and
documentation work to eliminate the individual data collection efforts for asset inventory
purposes in current practice.
• Intelligent compaction technology for quality control
08/2012-03/2014
Achievements and novelty: Our research team worked on the results from an experimental
study that was conducted for the INDOT to assess the correlations between Intelligent
Compaction (IC) data and in-situ measurements of compaction quality. Instead of a specifically
prepared test site, all the data were collected from a section of U.S. Highway 31 that was under
construction. I worked on correlating the IC data, i.e., compaction meter value (CMV) or
machine drive power (MDP), with traditional testing results using dynamic cone penetrometer
(DCP), failing weight deflectometer (FWD), and lightweight deflectometer (LWD) on ArcGIS
platform. The findings provided INDOT with many practical and valuable recommendations to
consider the IC technology as a future quality control technique.
Chinese State Science and Technology Support Program
04/2008-03/2010
• Software development for residence structure and shape selection
Achievements and novelty: I developed the combined engineering database platform which
served the software front-end data sharing and management. I also developed the visualization
module using OpenGL for 3D residential house display.
Joint Research Program with Volkswagen - “Digital Factory”
04/2008-03/2010
Achievements and novelty: I led the multi-disciplinary teams (site planning, architecture,
structure, MEP, automobile assembly and electrophoretic coating) to create the 3D digital model
for Volkswagen factories from their 2D design drawings. The “digital factory” model was capable
of storing rich information across disciplines and served as a data-driven tool for asset management,
productivity assessment, and product line optimization.
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Shaking Table Test Observation for Expo 2010 China Pavilion
04/2008-03/2010
Achievements: I assisted the Ph.D. students to observe and record the cracking process of the
critical structural joints.
INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE
Arup International Consultants Co. Ltd., Shanghai Office, China
Assistant Structural Engineer and Site Engineer
• Twenty-Four City Development Center (Chengdu)
My responsibility: Tender document review

04/2010-12/2011

• Henderson 688 (Shanghai)
My responsibility: Mock up design and performance test
• International Commerce Centre (Shanghai):
My responsibility: Scheme design and optimization, and onsite coordination with
construction managers
Taiyo Kogyo Corporation, Shanghai Office, China
Assistant Structural Engineer (Intern)
04/2009-01/2010
• Expo 2010 - Aviation Pavilion
My responsibility: Membrane and cable structure design under different load combination
• Expo 2010 - Germany Pavilion
My responsibility: 3D steel joints modeling and positioning
• Expo 2010 - Expo Axis
My responsibility: Scale model test and Health detection
TEACHING CERTIFICATE / EXPERIENCE
• Graduate Certificate in Teaching and Learning in Engineering (08/2016-05/2018):
Core courses: ENE 50600 - Content, Assessment and Pedagogy: An Integrated Engineering
Design Approach; ENE 68500 – Educational Methods in Engineering; ENE 68700 – Mentored
Teaching in Engineering; ENE 69500 – Succeeding as an Engineering Professor
• Teaching Assistant (Spring 2018):
Course Title: CEM 302: Practical applications for construction engineering
Description: This course is focused on practical applications of the theories, tools and skills
taught in prerequisite courses. This course strengthens students’ understanding of how to apply the
existing knowledge and skills to the real project case for quantity take-off, cost estimation and
project scheduling.
Textbook: Estimating in Building Construction / Frank R. Dagostino, Steven J. Peterson,
Pearson, 8th ed., 2015. & Construction Scheduling: Principles and Practices / Jay S. Newitt,
Pearson, 2nd ed., 2009.
Responsibilities: I lead the lab sessions and held the office hours in assisting students to read
drawings, estimate the quantities and cost, and develop the project scheduling and also motivated
students by sharing my previous industrial experience and current research topics.
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• Teaching Assistant (Fall 2017, Fall 2015):
Course Title: CE 222/CEM 201: Life Cycle Engineering and Management of Constructed
Facilities
Description: This course introduces concepts relating to the engineering and management of
facilities Textbook: Halpin, D.W. and Senior, B.A. (2010). Construction Management, John Wiley
and Sons, Inc.
Responsibilities: I evaluated homework, quizzes, and exams; and held office hours for students.
• BIM Session Lecturer and Lab Instructor (Spring 2018):
Course Title: CE 52200: Computer Applications in Construction
Description: The primary goal of this session is to provide students with advanced knowledge
and skills to be able to use microcomputers to perform various construction project management
and research tasks, and this session focuses on building information modeling (BIM), fourdimensional (4D) modeling, digital scheduling and cost estimating.
Responsibilities: I prepared the BIM session to introduce how to apply Revit, Navisworks and
Dynamo to construction scheduling, cost estimation and cooperative management. The activelearning activities were designed in the lecture, such as class debate, role play, group discussion.
The problem-based learning method was applied to the lab session and students were required to
use the software to create the models following the instructions.
• Invited Instructor (04/2017) in campus-wide Python workshop (~100 students/faculties
attended)
Description: The problem-based learning method was applied. After the workshop, students
completed a coding project and understand the data type by discussing the problem, questions, and
solutions during the class.
Responsibilities: I gave a three-hours lecture. All the course content and related demonstration
materials were designed by myself.
• Invited Instructor (Summer 2016) in Web Design Workshop
Description: An interactive online training workshop for web design.
Responsibilities: I gave lecture using online Webex teaching system with real-time feedback
and problem-resolving assistance. All the course content and related demonstration materials are
designed by myself.
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PUBLICATIONS

Articles in refereed journals: Published
1. Yuan, C., Li, S., Cai, H., and Kamat, V.R. (2018). GPR Signature Detection and Decomposition for
Mapping Buried Utilities with Complex Spatial Configuration. Journal of Computing in Civil
Engineering, 32(4), 04018026.
2. Yuan, C., Park, J., Xu, X., Cai, H., Abraham, D.M., and Bowman, M. (2018). Risk-based
Prioritization of Construction Inspection. Transportation Research Record: Journal of the
Transportation Research Board, No. 18-01615.
3. Yuan, C., McClure, T., Cai, H., and Dunston, P. S. (2017). Life-Cycle Approach to
Collecting, Managing, and Sharing Transportation Infrastructure Asset Data. Journal of
Construction Engineering and Management, 143(6), 04017001.
4. Yuan, C., McClure, T., Dunston, P., and Cai, H. (2016). Leveraging construction inspection
and documentation for asset inventory and life cycle asset management. Journal of
Information Technology in Construction (ITcon), 21(5), 72-85.
5. Yuan, C., Li, S., and Cai, H. (2016). Vision-Based Excavator Detection and Tracking Using
Hybrid Kinematic Shapes and Key Nodes. Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering, 31(1),
04016038.
6. Li, S., Yuan, C., Liu, D., and Cai, H. (2016). Integrated processing of image and GPR data
for automated pothole detection. Journal of computing in civil engineering, 30(6), 04016015.
7. Park, J., Yuan, C., and Cai, H. (2015). Life-Cycle Cost–Based Decision Framework for
Failed Portland Cement Concrete Pavement Materials in Indiana. Transportation Research
Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board, (2524), 33-41.
8. Su, X., Li, S., Yuan, C., Cai, H., and Kamat, V. R. (2014). Enhanced Boundary Condition–
Based Approach for Construction Location Sensing Using RFID and RTK GPS. Journal of
Construction Engineering and Management, 140(10), 04014048.
Articles in refereed journals: Under review
9. Yuan, C., Cai, H. Automated Adaptive Trajectory Planning in GPR Survey (under review).
10. Yuan, C., Cai, H. Causal Relationship Between Utility Spatial Configuration and GPR
Signatures (under review).
Peer-reviewed conference proceedings: Published
11. Yuan, C., Cai, H. (2014). Automatic Detection of Pavement Surface Defects Using
Consumer Depth Camera, Construction Research Congress (CRC), Atlanta, GA, USA
12. Yuan, C., McClure, T., Dunston, P. S., and Cai, H. (2016). Survey on the Practice Hurdles in
Collecting, Managing, and Sharing Transportation Infrastructure Asset Data. Construction
Research Congress, 1648-1657.
Poster presentation in Transportation Research Board 97th Annual Meeting
13. Yuan, C., Park, J., Xu, X., Cai, H., Abraham, D.M., and Bowman, M. Risk-based
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Prioritization of Construction Inspection. 2018 Best Poster Award, First Place, awarded by
TRB Committee on Construction Management.
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